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THE MESSENGE

No. 45 - September 1986

New Interstellar Moleeule Detected
P. GRANE, ESO                                   The total integration time on the star         isotope ratio in the interstellar cloud in                                                was in excess of 25 hours.                     the direction of ~ Oph. The 12C/13C ratio                                                   The newly detected feature of 13CN          determined from these measurements is    The molecule 13CN has been de-              allows adetermination of the carbon            50 (+ 13; -10). This can be compared totected for the first time in the interstellar medium. This isotopic analogue of the better known 12CN molecule was disco- vered serendipitously in data which had               1010 been taken in order to measure the Cos-                                                 12CN RIOI mic Background Radiation temperature using the CN molecule. The European Southern Observatory's 1.4 metreCoude Feed Telescope and associatedCoude Echelle Spectrograph with the                                                       1000 Reticon detector was used for this work. In order to detect very weak features inthe spectrum of the star ~ Ophiuchi,                                                >-high resolution and high signal to noise        t-                                                Vispectra were obtained. It was subse-            Z                                                I.LJquently realized that the 13CN line             t-                                                ~      0.990should be visible in these data. A further                                                I.LJanalysis to search for this line was suc-       >cessful.                                        t-                                                <    Figure 1 shows a plot of a portion of       -J                                                I.LJthe observed spectrum and indicates             0::
the newly discovered line. This new line
is the R(O) line of the 0,0 band of the                0.980B2Z:-X 2z: electronic system of 13CN,and its equivalent width is 0.179 ± 0.040mÄ. For comparison the line of the moreabundant 12CN molecule has an equiva-lent width of 7.646 ± 0.091 mÄ.   In order to detect this line with cer-              0.970tainty, observations from seven nightswere combined to provide the final re-                         3874.436                         3874.784                        3879.132sults. The line was present at about the2 sigma significance level in the data                                                    WA VELENGTH (Älfrom each night but the true significance       Figure 1: Plot of the speetrum of the CN R(0) lines near 3875 A. The upper panel shows rangeof the detection was only evident after         of intensities. The 10wer panel shows an expanded verfieal seale and indieates the weak '3CNcombining the data from several nights.         feature.                                                                                                                                           1the terrestrial ratio of 89 and further                   12CW/'3CW and 12CO/'3CO. Since it              weak features reqUinng high precisionsubstantiates theories of the enrichment                  had been speculated that 13C might             and high spectral resolution such asof 13C in the interstellar medium through                 preferentially form CO compared to 12C,        those reported here are a typical exam-evolution of the galaxy since the forma-                  the agreement between the CO, CN,              pie of the way in which the new genera-tion of the solar system. This value also                 and CW abundances indicates that this          tion of very large telescopes whichagrees with other recent determinations                   eftect is not very important.                  should become available early in theof the 12C/13C ratio from the molecules                      The detection and measurement of            next decade can be exploited.

The Work of the ESO Observing Programmes Committee
M.    c. E.       HUBER, Institut für Astronomie, ETH Zürich, Chairman of the OPCJ. BREYSACHER, ESO   ESO astronomers devote consider-                       Refereeing the Applications                    Applications is not only ademanding,able time to preparing, and put obvious                                                                  but also a very time-consuming under-care into writing Applications for Ob-                       The eight OPC Members, together             taking. This is the reason why so muchserving Time at La Silla. Many take justi-                with one ESO staft member (usually the         emphasis is put on concise Applica-fiable pride in the presentation of their                 Head of the Scientific Group, J. Dan-          tions! OPC Members spend more thanideas. Yet, given the heavy oversub-                      ziger) referee the 300 to 350 Applica-         the equivalent of one working week inscription of telescope time, inevitably a                 tions for Observing Time that are cur-         fulfilling this task. A new Member (or aselection of the proposed observing                       rently submitted for every six-month           Substitute Member replacing the regularprogrammes must be made. And often                        Observing Period (cf. Fig. 1).                 Member) may find that up to two weeksthis selection is drastic: in each Observ-                   Each Application is evaluated by three      full-time are needed to arrive at a con-ing Period, the applied-for number of                     referees. As a result, each OPC Member         sistent judgement of all the Applicationsobserving nights for the various tele-                    has to read and rate over 100 Applica-         he has to referee. Furthermore, thescopes exceeds the number of available                    tions twice a year: he must'decide on a        handling of Applications - from receiptnights by factors of two, at telescopes                   mark for each proposed programme               by ESO until the moment when appli-of intermediate size, to four, at the 2.2-m               and recommend the number of nights             cants are informed on whether observ-and 3.6-m telescopes!                                     that - in his judgement - should be            ing time for their proposal(s) can be   It is the task of the Observing Pro-                   made available to the applicant(s), if the     granted or not - follows a rather tightgrammes Committee (OPG) to evaluate                       programme actually receives telescope          schedule, giving the OPC Members onlythe scientific merit of the submitted Ap-                 time. The rating scale comprises nine          about three weeks to evaluate the pro-plications. Based on the OPC's recom-                     grades (extending from "outstanding" to        posals.mendations, ESO then prepares an Ob-                      "useless") that are expressed by num-             In order to avoid any bias in judge-serving Schedule - employing the avail-                   bers 1 to 5 with half-integer steps.           ment, some of the referees assigned toable telescope nights for the best-rated                     Rating over one hundred individual          a given applicant (or group of appli-proposals. In the following we will de-scribe the refereeing system of the OPC                   350r-lr------,---,---.,.---,---,----r---,---..,----r----,and explain the steps that lead to thefinal Observing Schedule on the ESOtelescopes.   The history and procedures of theOPC have already been described by                        300the previous OPC chairman, B. Wester-lund, in 1982 (Messenger No. 28). In themeantime, the working procedures ofthe Committee have evolved consider-                                                          250ably, so that an updated description iswarranted.   The OPC in its current form existssince 1971: there is one Member andone Substitute member from each of the                    200eight ESO countries', they are desig-nated by the National ESO Committeesand serve for five-year terms.
   . This year's composition 01 the OPC is (with          150
Substitute Members In parentheses): J.-M. Vreux(and E. L. van Dessei), Belgium; E. H. Olsen (andP.E. Nissen), Denmark; G. Monnet (and J. Boule-steix), France; K. Fricke (and I. Appenzeller), FederalRepublic 01 Germany; A. Renzini (and F. Berlola),Italy; P.C. van der Kruit (and K.A. van der Hucht),The Netherlands; G. Lynga (and L. Nordh), Sweden;                              79       80      81      82       83              85       86     1987and M. C. E. Huber (and B. Hauck), Switzerland. TheOPC Members (and their terms) are Iisted regularly        Figure 1: Number ofApplications submiNed to ESO during the past nine years. Arrows indicatein the ESO Annual RepOrl.                                 when new telescopes became available.2cants) are changed from one Observing         Nevertheless, the preliminary schedulePeriod to the next. Given the limited         for each telescope is closely inspected.       Tentative Time-tablenumber of OPC Members, a particular              First, those few Applications whereApplication is thus evaluated by special-     doubt about feasibility had been ex-           of Council Sessionsist as weil as non-specialist referees.       pressed are scrutinized, one by one -          and Committee MeetingsAccordingly, applicants have to make          and, if justified, are reinstated into the     in 1986their proposed observations appealing         main list.                                                                                             October 3          Scientific Technicalto specialists and non-specialists alike.        Next, Applications where the referees                                                                                                                Committee, VeniceThey must both, demonstrate their com-        disagree in their ratings, are discussed       November 17-18 Finance Committeepetence within a specific area and show       in detail. The three OPC Members who           November 18         Scientific Technicalthe importance of the proposed work in        had evaluated the Application in ques-                            Committeethe broader context. Since any large          tion are asked to explain why and how          December 8-9        Observing Pro-discrepancy in the ratings will be dis-       they arrived at their mark; and in the                             grammes Committeecussed at the semi-annual OPC Meet-           ensuing discussion, which usually in-          December 11-12 Committee of Councilings, faulty judgements on the side of        volves the other OPC Members too, an           All meetings will take piace at ESO inthe non-specialist (or specialist!) will be   effort is made to arrive at a more uniform     Garching unless stated otherwise.eliminated.                                   judgement. In some cases, neverthe-                                              less, discrepant marks are left unal-Preliminary Observing Schedule                                              tered; this then reflects an honest differ-   When the ratings and recommended           ence of opinion between peers!                marks to "safe" Applications, wh ichnumbers of nights from the referees are          The influence of these discussions on      promise minor, but almost guaranteedavailable, ESO produces a list of the         the scientific judgement of the OPC           progress. Such an attitude would be toObserving Applications for each tele-         Members (and, in the end, this is the         the detriment of bolder Applications thatscope, with the Applications being rank-      scientific policy of the OPC!) cannot be      can lead to less predictable, but poten-ed according to the average ratings of        overestimated. For these frank and            tially much more rewarding findings - orthe three referees. The average recom-        spontaneous interchanges, the limited         it may even "prevent" discoveries. Thismended number of nights is used to            size and confidential nature of OPC           tendency is being fought. In the past,sum up the observing time required as         Meetings is essential.                        the OPC has indeed given time to novel,one goes down the list, and a cutoff line        To further foster a "unite de doctrine"    but risky projects, even if they occupiedis drawn, when the number of nights           in the OPC, the Members may ask for           one of the large telescopes for about aavailable for astronomy (technical time       discussion of any Application. In fact,       week (as, for example, for an astroseis-being     considered     separately)     is   referees will often earmark long-term         mology investigation on a Cen A).reached. (Applications where doubt ab-        observing programmes for a joint review       Moreover, the OPC has given severalout the feasibility was expressed by at       of progress. Referees will also point out     months of observing time on a smallleast one referee are listed apart.) The      similar proposals with the same goal;         telescope for an optical monitoring ofinformation contained in this list is also    the OPC will then seek to avoid un-           the 1979 March 5 y-ray burst error box.used to generate a set of tables which        needed duplication.                           On the other hand, the OPC has alsoshows the distribution of the pro-               OPC Members are aware of the               recommended extensive time for moregrammes above the cutoff line over the        danger that they may (as committee            routine studies. Thus, the small tele-months and the moon phases for each           members usually do) give preferential         scopes have been made available for antelescope. This set of tables also showsthe resulting change-overs of instru-ments for each telescope. These work-             In conjunction with the ESO-CERN Symposia on Cosmology and Funda-ing documents, which actually repre-             mental Physics, CERN and ESO are organizing ansent preliminary observing schedulesfor the various telescopes, are sent to                        INTERNATIONAL SCHOOl ONthe members a few days before they get                          ASTRO-PARTIClE PHYSICStogether in the OPC Meeting.                                                 to be held at the "Ettore Majorana Centre for Scientific Culture", Erice, Sicily,OPC Meetings                                                 in the period 5-25 January 1987. Co-sponsors are the Italian Ministry of   The OPC meets twice a year (i. e.,            Education, the Italian Ministry of Scientific and Technological Research, andonce for each Observing Period) during           the Sicilian Regional Government.two days. Most of the meeting time is               Recent progress in particle physics, cosmology and astrophysics has givenspent in clarifying discrepancies in the         birth to a new discipline that encompasses them all. These embryonicjudgement of Applications. The delibe-           developments are not often covered in an interdisciplinary way. The purposerations take place in the presence of the        of this school is to fill this gap.Director General and the Head of the                Lecturers will include J. Barrow, R. Brandenberger, B. Cabrera, A. deSection Visiting Astronomers. The re-            Rujula, L. Dilella, J. Ellis, J. S. Gallagher, G. Gelmini, D. C. Koo, L. Maiani, F.cord of the meeting is kept by Mrs. ehr.         Melchiorri, D. V. Nanopoulos, K. A. Olive, B. E. J. Pagel, M. Rowan-Robinson,Euler. Thus, a dozen people attend the           A. Sandage, R. Sanders, J. Silk, L. Stodolski, A. Szalay, F.-K. Thielemann, N.OPC Meetings. The size of this group             Turok, L. van Hove.permits a frank and uninhibited discus-             Persons wishing to attend the course should write to ASTROPARTICLEsion. It is important to note that this          SCHOOL, TH Secretariat, CERN, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland, specifyingdiscussion is based on the scientific            date and place of birth, nationality, academic qualifications, list of publica-merit of the Applications alone: the na-         tions, and present position. The total fee, including full board and lodging, istional origin of an applicant is of no           SF 1,400. Partial financial support can be provided in some cases, where theconcern to the OPC.                              need is clearly justified. The c10sing date tor applications is 1 November   Obviously, not all Applications can be        1986.discussed at a two-day ·meeting.
                                                                                                                                        3efficiently organized, collective study of    thus understand that, given all these                       It is hoped that prospective telescopelong-term photometric variables.              limitations, the allotment of observing                  users can see from the above descrip-   In summary then, the OPC only rarely       time can be a best compromise only.                      tion that considerable peer-pressure -specifically rejects an Application, and         The final Observing Schedule is ap-                   becoming manifest in the OPC Meetingsthen only because of obvious faults. In       proved by the Director General; he may                   - forces the Members to do theirgeneral its procedures lead to selection      occasionally make minor changes in or-                   homework conscientiously, judiciouslyby ranking: given the observing time          der to redress extreme national imba-                    and honestly; and that the OPC concen-available, only the best Applications can     lances. About two weeks after the OPC                    trates on scientific issues exclusively. Inbe accommodated. Furthermore, the             meeting, the applicants are informed                     fact, this is probably the most strikingOPC Members make a conscious effort           about the outcome of their Applications                  aspect of the OPC Meetings. It certainlyto seriously consider innovatory, but ris-    and the observing Schedule is pub-                       does impress new Members.ky proposals - even if they are rather        lished.                                                     Undoubtedly, the OPC bears a heavytime-consuming. All the time, measures           Starting with Observing Period 38,                    responsibility towards the communityare taken to minimize bias, at least in the   negative replies to applicants may con-                  and, accordingly, the work of the OPClong run.                                     tain an indication on the OPC judgement                  Members is very challenging and inter-                                              of their observing proposals. There are                  esting. The present workload of the                                              three categories: "near" , "below" and                   Members is close to the acceptableScheduling Observations                                              "far below the cutoff line". This scheme                 limit, though: if the semiannual two-day    The actual scheduling of the best-        was introduced as the OPC's response                     meetings are included, the time a ranked Applications on the various tele-     to a wish expressed by many astronom-                    Member spends on OPC work easily scopes is done by ESO, immediately           ers through the Users Committee.*                        reaches three weeks or even a full following the OPC Meeting. This is a                                                                  month every year! complex task: many observing Applica-                                                                    The OPC will always aim to maintain a tions propose the use of more than one          • The OPC, unfortunately. does not see a possi-       standard of excellence in Observing telescope and focal-plane instrument,        bility to fulfil the repeatedly expressed wishes for a   Programmes. But ultimately, the OPC's                                              detailed justification of the ranking of all Applica- and other Applications have time con-                                                                 success only manifests itself in a heal-                                              tions. The OPC Members will, however, follow up straints. Many multi-frequency investi-      inquiries by applicants from their country on a case-    thy, vigorous and successful research in gations, for example, require the simul-     by-case basis.                                           all parts of the ESO community. taneous use of other observatories on the ground or in space. And there are also single opportunities - stellar occul-tations, by planets or their moons, for example - that can only be observed in       Visiting Astronomers a single, predetermined night.               (October 1,1986 - April 1, 1987)    In addition, the schedule must be op-timized, to avoid all-too frequent               Observing time has now been allocated for             mann/Motch, Tanzi/BoucheVFalomo/Mara- changes of focal-plane instruments on        Period 38 (October 1, 1986 - April 1, 1987).             schi/Treves, Westeriund/Petterson, Moneti/ any one of the telescopes. This is a         As usual, the demand for telescope time was              NattaiStanga,      Zadrozny/LeggetVPerrier, much more severe constraint than one         again much greater than the time actually                LenaiLeger/Mariotti/Perrier, Meisenheimer/would at first assume: in some cases it       available.                                               Röser, Meisenheimer/Fugmann, Cristiani/ may result in no time being allocated to        The following list gives the names of the             Barbieri/lovino/Nota, Röser/Meisenheimer,a well-rated programme.                       visiting astronomers, by telescope and in                GrosbeI/Brosch/Greenberg, Bignami/Cara-    The wide choice of auxiliary equip-       chronological order. The complete list, with             veoNigroux.                                              dates, equipment and programme titles, is                   February 1987: Bignami/CaraveoNigroux, ment that ESO offers on most of its                                              available from ESO-Garching.                             D'Odorico/Pettini, di Serego Alighieriltelescopes requires grouping pro-                                                                      Tadhunter,     Rodon6/Cutispoto/Ambruster/grammes that make use of the same                                                                      Haisch/Butier/ScaltritiNittone,  Hessman/ instrumentation. This is necessary for       3.6-m Telescope                                          Mundt, Gratton/Ortolani, Wampler, Danziger/efficient scheduling, because any ex-            Getober    1986: Shaver/Clowes/lovino,                Fosbury/Gathier, Danziger/Dalgarno, Dan-change of focal-plane instruments              Mighell/Butcher/Buonanno/Gathier, Jörsäterl             ziger/Fusbury/Tadhunter, Danziger/Binette/brings a loss of observing time. In the        Bergvall,   Bergeron/D'Odorico,      Magain,            Matteucci.case of infrared equipment at the 3.6 m       Spitze F./Spite M./Franr;:ois, Heber/Hunger,                Mareh 1987: Danziger/Binette/Matteucci,telescope, for example, one loses a           Veron, Pickles/van der Kruil.                            Jarvis/Martinet, SchmutziHamann/Hunger/                                                 November 1986: Pickles/van der Kruit,                 Wessolowski, Dennefeld/Desert, Israel/vanminimum of two nights: a special top                                              FortiMatheziMellier/PicaVSoucail, Chinca-                Dishoeck, StangalGaray/Moorwood/Olivaiend has to be installed and later on                                                                   Rodriguez, Pottasch/Mampaso/Manchado,removed, both operations requiring deli-      rini/Manousoyannaki, Moorwood/Oliva, Dan-                                              ziger/OlivaiMoorwood,        RodrigueziMoor-             Röser/Meisenheimer, Bergeron/Boisse.cate mechanical and optical adjust-                                              wood/Stanga, Israel/Koornneef, Reipurth/Lements. Consequently, such an instru-          Bertre, NattaiHunWietri, Schulte-Ladbeck/ment will not be mounted for one short        Becker/Appenzeller/Leitherer, Marano/Zitelli/            2.2-m Telescopeobservation, because the associated           Zamorani,     Nesci/Perola,     ColinaiFricke/loss of telescope time to the community       Kollatschny/perez-Fournon.                                  Getober 1986: Mighell/Butcher/Gathier/is of the same order as that gained for a        Deeember         1986:       ColinaiFricke/           Buonanno, Franxlillingworth, di Seregosingle user.                                  Kollatschny/Perez-Fournon, Danziger/Rosal                Alighieri/Shaver/Cristiani/Perryman/Berge-    Finally, the use of some detectors re-    Matteucci, LequeuxiAzzopardi/Comte, Le-                  ron/Macchetto, Perryman/Jakobsen, Schulzlquires special technical assistance dur-      q ueuxl Azzopardi/Maeder/Mathys, Kudritzkil              Rafanelli/di Serego Alighieri.                                              Humphreys/Groth/Butler/Steenbock,          de              November 1986: Surdej/Swings/Magainling the observations - and for infrared                                              Loore/David/HensbergeNerschueren/                        Courvoisier/Kühr/Djorgovski, Grewing/Barn-work this means night- and day-time           Blaauw, Cristiani/Barbieri/lovino/Nota, Kraut-           stedVNerri/Bianchi/Lenhard, PrangeiGerard/assistance. Proper scheduling of the          ter/Baade, MartineVJarvis/Pfenniger/Bacon.               ParesceNidal-Madjar, Paresce/BurrowsNi-needed staff specialists then becomes            January 1987: MartineVJarvis/Pfenniger/               dal-Madjar/LamerslWaters, Jakobsen/Perry-an additional limiting factor. One will       Bacon,       Pakull/AngebauIVBianchi/Beuer-              man.
4   Oecember 1986: Jakobsen/Perryman, FusiPecci/Buonanno/Corsi/Renzini, MelnickfTer-            A Workshop organized by ESO onlevich/Moles, RodrigueziBinette, StahllWolf!Zickgraf, Sommer-Larsen/Christensen, Mar-tinetlJarvis/Pfenniger/Bacon, Meylan/Djor-govski, BertolaiZeilinger.                                                       STELLAR EVOLUTION AND DYNAMICS   January 1987: BertolaiZeilinger, Fricke/            IN THE OUTER HALO OF THE GALAXYHartmann/Loose,       Westerlund/Pettersson,Dennefeld/Bottinelli/Gouguenheim/Martin/LeSqueren, de Bruyn/Stirpe, Bässgen M./Bäss-            will be held at ESO, Garching, April 7-9, 1987.gen G./Grewing/Bianchi, Seitter/Duerbeck,               Topics of this 3-day workshop will include observational and theoreticalReipurth, Ulrich/lye/Perryman, Jakobsen/              aspects concerning chemical evolution and dynamics of field stars, globularPerryman, Vio/Barbieri/Cristiani, Tarrab/             clusters and planetary nebulae in the halo of our Galaxy and in halo systems-Kunth/Arnau IWigrouxlPrieto/Wamsteker.                                                      Magellanic Clouds and Owarf Spheroidals.   February 1987: Tarrab/Kunth/ArnauIWi-grouxlPrieto/Wamsteker, Keel, Seitter/Duer-             More information may be obtained from M. Azzopardi at ESO, Karl-beck.                                                 Schwarzschild-Str. 2, 0-8046 Garching bei München, FRG.   March 1987: Ilovaisky/Chevalier/Ange-bau ItiMouchetiPedersen, DettmarlWielebin-ski,    LabhardtiSpaenhauer,     LyngälGus-tafsson.                                                      Oecember 1986: Maurice/Martin, Wolf!          50-ern ESO Photometrie Tele-                                                   Zickgraf/Stahl, Barbuy, Barbuy/Arnould/          seope                                                   Jorissen, Waelkens, Lenhart/Grewing, Gus-1.5-m Speetrographie Teleseope                     tafssonNilhu/Edvardsson.                            October 1986: Group for Long Term                                                      January 1987: GustafssonNilhu/Edvards-        Photometry of Variables, Geyer/Stepien/  October 1986: Cacciari/Clementini/Malag-                                                   son, BandieraiFocardi, Bouvier/Bouchet,          Mekkaden.nini, Bues/Rupprecht, Wagner/Appenzeller,                                                   BandieraiFocardi, Bouvier/Bouchet, Bandi-           November 1986: Geyer/Stepien/Mekka-Viton/PrevotiSivan.                                                   eraiFocardi, Franr;:ois/Spite M., Baade/Pe-      den, Carrasco/Loyola, Rodono/Catalano S./   November 1986: Viton/PrevotiSivan, Herc-                                                   ters/Polidan.                                    Cutispoto/Linsky/Neff, Group for Long Termzeg/Pietsch, Kubiak/Seggewiss, Geyer/Ste-                                                      February 1987: Baade/Peters/Polidan,          Photometry of Variables.pien/Mekkaden, Kubiak/Seggewiss, Pallavi-                                                   Franr;:ois/Spite     M.,    Dachs/Hanuschik,        Oecember 1986: Group for Long Termcini/Cerruti-SolalPasquini,     Waelkens/La-                                                   Pottasch/Sahu, FerleWidal-Madjar/Lamers/         Photometry of Variables, Bouvier/Bouchet.merslWaters/Le Bertre, NattaiHunWietri,                                                   Waelkens,      Vladilo/Beckman/Crivellari/Mo-      January 1987: Bouvier/Bouchet, Lindgren/Lub/de       Ruiter,    Wolf/Baschek/Scholzl                                                   laro.                                            Ardeberg/Mau rice/PrevotiLundström, Car-Krautter/Reitermann.                                                      March 1987: Vladilo/Beckman/Crivellari/       rasco/Loyola, TheiWesterlund.   Oecember 1986: Wolf/Baschek/Scholzl                                                   Molaro, LanziMegessier/Landstreet, Gilletl          February 1987: ThelWesterlund, ThelWes-Krautter/Reitermann, Heydari-MalayeriiTes-                                                   Pelat, Magain, Brandi/Swings/Gosset, Stahl/      terlund/Perez, Rodono/Cutispoto/Ambrus-tor, Alioin/PelatiPhillips, Acker/Stenholm/                                                   Baade.                                           ter/Haisch/Butler/ScaltritiNittone, Kohoutek/Lundström, Alloin/PelatiPhillips, Lundgren,                                                                                                    Günter, LagerkvistiHahn/Magnusson/Rick-AIIoin/PelatiPhillips.                                                                                                    man.   January 1987: Alioin/PelatiPhillips, Focar-                                                   1-m Photometrie Teleseope                           March 1987: LagerkvistiHahn/Magnusson/di/Merighi, Tanzi/BouchetiFalomo/Maraschi/                                                                                                    Rickman, Carrasco/Loyola, Scaltriti/Busso.Treves, TheiWesterlund/Perez, Haug/Drech-             October 1986: Bues/Rupprecht, Liller/AI-sel/StrupatlBöhnhardtiHerczeg, Duerbeck,           caino, Kroll/Catalano F., Waelkens/Lamers/Courvoisier/Bouchet, Reipurth/Le Bertre.           Waters/Le Bertre, Bergvall/Johansson, Guar-      GPO 40-em Astrograph   February 1987: Reipurth/Le Bertre, Ben-         nieri/Clementini/Fusi Pecci.der/Möllenhoff, Alioin/PelatiPhillips, Loden          November 1986: Guarnieri/Clementini/Fusi        October 1986: Scardia.LO/Sundman, Kohoutek/Günter, Waelkens/             Pecci, LabhardtiSpaenhaueriTrefzger, Coll-         November 1986: Scardia.LamerslWaters/Le        Bertre,    Alloin/Pelatl   mar/Brunner/KendziorraiStaubert,       Chini/      February 1987: Debehogne/Machado/Cal-Phillips, Pottasch/Pecker/Karoji/Sahu, Alloin/     Krügel,     Boisson/Balkowski/DurretiRocca,      deiraIVieiraiNetto/ZappalatDe   Sanctis/La-PelatiPhillips.                                    Waelkens/LamerslWaters/Le Bertre, Richt-         gerkvistiMouräo/Protitch-Benishek.   March 1987: Alioin/PelatiPhillips, Cour-        ler/Spite M.                                       March 1987: Debehogne/Machado/Caldei-voisier/Bouchet, SchmutziHamann/Hunger/               Oecember      1986: Richtler/Spite M.,        raIVieiraiNetto/ZappalatDe    Sanctis/Lager-Wessolowski, Alioin/PelatiPhillips, Lager-         Kohoutek/Steinbach,          Bouvier/Bouchet,    kvistiMouräo/Protitch-Benishek.kvistiHahn/Magnusson/Rickman, Schmutzl             Waelkens/Lamers/Waters/Le Bertre.Hamann/HungerlWessolowski, Lagerkvistl                January 1987: Westerlund/Pettersson,Hahn/Magnusson/Rickman, Cox/Leene, Pa-                                                                                                    1.5-m Danish Teleseope                                                   MantegazzalAntonello/Conconi,          Haug/stori/Antonello/MantegazzaiPoretti, Mante-         Drechsel/StrupatlBöhnhardtiHerczeg, Wael-            October 1986: Leibundgut/Tammann, UI-gazza, Magain, Alloin/PelatiPhillips, Gerbaldi.    kens/LamerslWaters/Le Bertre, Reipurth,          rich/lye, Giraud.                                                   Waelkens/LamerslWaters/Le Bertre, Poulain/           November 1986: PrevoWiton/Sivan, Gre-                                                   Nieto/Prugniel, Grosb01/Brosch/Greenberg.        non/Mayor, Trefzger/Mayor/Pel, van Para-1.4-m CAT                                             February 1987: Grosb01/Brosch/Green-          dijs/MayorNerbuntiZwaan,         Schulte-Lad-                                                   berg, The/Westerlund/Perez, Waelkens/La-         beck/Becker/Appenzeller/Leitherer, Melnick/   October 1986: Foing/Beckman/Castelli/           merslWaters/Le Bertre, Rodono/Cutispoto/         Terlech/Moles.CrivellariNladilo, Crivellari/Foing/Beckman/       Ambruster/Haisch/Butler/ScaltritiNittone,            Oecember 1986: MelnickfTerlevich/Moles,Arribas/CastelliNladilo, Lindgren/Ardeberg/        Dachs/Hanuschik,       Magain,     Waelkens/     Nergaard-Nielsen/Hansen/Jörgensen, Valen-Maurice/Lundström,        Didelon,   Solanki/      LameslWaters/Le Bertre, Dreier/Barwig/           tijn/Lauberts/Peletier.Mathys, Spite M./Spite F., Cayrel de Strobel.      Schoembs.                                           January 1987: Lindgren/Ardeberg/Mau-   November 1986: Cayrel de Strobel,                  March 1987: Dreier/Barwig/Schoembs,           rice/PrevotiLundström,        Andersen/Nord-Nissen/Andersen/Edvardsson/G ustafsson,            StangalMoneti/NattaiLenzuni,       Waelkens/     ström/Olsen, Larsson, Brinks/Klein/Danziger/FerleWidal-Madjar/Gry/LaurentiLallement,           LamerslWaters/Le       Bertre,     Lorenzetti/   Matteucci.Pallavicini/Cerruti-SolalPasquini, FerletNi-       Ceccarelli/Saraceno,    Epchtein/Nyuyen-Q-           February   1987: Brinks/Klein/Danziger/dal-Madjar/Gry/LaurentiLaliement,      Vidal-      Rieu/Le Bertre, Waelkens/Lamers/Waters/Le        Matteucci,     Fusi     Pecci/Bonifazi/Romeo/Madjar/FerletiLagrange,      Rodono/Catalano       Bertre, Di Martino/ZappalaiFarinellaiCellino,    Foardi/Buonanno.S./Cutispoto/Linsky/Neff, FerleWidal-Mad-          Antonello/Conconi/MantegazzaiPoretti, Lyn-           March 1987: Mermilliod/Mayor/Andersen/jar/Lagrange, Martin/Maurice.                      gälGustafsson, Gerbaldi.                         Nordström ,     Mayor/Duquennoy/Andersen/
                                                                                                                                               5Nordström, van Paradijs/van der Klis,           gO-ern Duteh Teleseope                         February 1987: Grenon/Lub.Ilovaisky/ChevalierlAngebaulVMoucheVPe-                                                        Mareh 1987: Waelkens/Heynderickx.dersen.                                           Getober 1986: Gautschy, Schneiderl                                                Weiss.                                                  November 1986: van Paradijs/MayorNer-50-ern Danish Teleseope                         buntiZwaan, Trefzger/Pel/Blaauw.             61-ern Boehurn Teleseope                                                  Deeember 1986: Trefzger/Pel/Blaauw,  November 1986: KubiakiSeggewiss, Ster-        Lub/de Ruiter, de Loore/David/BlaauwNer-       Getober 1986: Weiss/Schneider, Bianchilken/vander Linden.                              schueren/Hensberge.                          Cerrato/Grewing/Scales.  Deeember 1986: Sterken/vander Linden.           January 1987: de Zeeuw/Lub/de Geusl          November 1986: Bianchi/Cerrato/Grewingl  January 1987: Loden K., Lindgren/Ar-          Blaauw, v. Amerongen/v. Paradijs, Grenonl    Scales, KohoutekiSteinbach.deberg/Maurice/PrevotiLundström.                Lub.                                           Deeember 1986: KohoutekiSteinbach.

Hunting Halley's Comet
w. E. CELNIK, Astronomisches Institut,                    Ruhr-Universität, Bochum, FRG   Observers of bright comets have al-          ing its perihelion passage, it was behind        Determination of the brightness dis-ways been fascinated by the sight of            the Sun and unobservable. During the         tribution across coma and tail is onlythese rare phenomena. However, it was           2,000 years that observations of this         valid if certain components of cometaryas late as the 19th century that scien-         comet have been recorded, there was          matter are considered. Thus four wide-tists started to make systematic obser-         only one appearance where the posi-          field cameras were used to take platesvations of the appearance of comets             tions of Sun, Earth and comet were even       simultaneously in the light of the neutraland recorded them in the form of draw-          worse for observations. In addition, the      CN molecule at 3880 A wavelength us-ings and descriptions of comas and              observing conditions in the northern          ing an interference filter of 50 A band-tails. Halley's comet in particular was         hemisphere were extremely bad be-            width, in the light of the ionized CO+observed intensively because the time           cause at its best time the comet             molecule at 4260 A (filter bandwidthof its return was weil known. The first         followed its path through the southern        100 A), of the dust tail using a long-wavephotographic observations of the comet          skies. Thus the only way to observe PI       pass filter at 5300 A, and of the ion tailwere made during its 1910 perihelion.           Halley successfully after its perihel ion    with a filter combination resulting in aA large number of photographs were              passage was to got to the southern           spectral range from 3750 to 4500 A. Totaken using astronomical instruments of         hemisphere. At a latitude of 30 degrees      obtain a field of view of 30 degrees weall dimensions showing structures with-         south the comet culminated near the          used cameras of the format 6 x 6 cmin the extended ion tail and the bright         zenith.                                      and 6 x 6 objectives of the focal lengthcoma. Pictures from that time are weil                                                        110 mm and a focal ratio of f/2. Für thesuited to be compared with recently ob-            The author and some colleagues from       photographic emulsion we chose fine-tained images of the 1986 appearance,           the Astronomical Institute of the Ruhr       grain hypersensitized 111 a-F. The opticalalthough observing conditions were               University in Bochum (FRG) were very        filters for the wide-field images have athen much less favourable. Just when PI         interested in observations of P/Halley.      diameter of 65 mm and were set in frontHalley was most active, at its brightest,       Although solar system bodies are not         of the optics.and thus most interesting, namely dur-          the main field of work in our institute, a                                                                                                 In order to study the structures within                                                new small study group was set up to                                                                                             the cometary coma with high spatial                                                prepare, implement and evaluate obser-                                                                                              resolution, we acquired a Flat-Field                                                vations of this comet. Collaborators are                                                                                              Camera 1 : 4/760 mm with a field of                                                P. Koczet, Prof. W. Schlosser, R.                                                                                              view of 1.8 x 2.7 degrees if 35 mm film                                                Schulz, K. Weissbauer and the author.                                                                                              is used. This instrument too was equip-                                                This was in February 1985, exactly                                                12 months before the approximation of        ped with optical filters to obtain images                                                                                              in CN, CO+ and of the dust coma.                                                P/Hailey to the Sun. Thus time was                                                                                              Photographs with this camera were                                                short. A scientific observing programme                                                                                             taken with 103a-E, a-F and TP 2415                                                demands extensive deliberation and                                                                                             35 mm film, all hypersensitized.                                                preparation in order to produce new                                                knowledge about the object. An impor-            From an amateur we bought a used                                                tant question was how to finance the         but very stable parallactic mounting                                                campaign. Towards the end of June            which is controlled by stepping motors                                                1985 an application to the "Deutsche         in both right ascension and declination.                                                Forschungsgemeinschaft" was made             Velocities in both directions were ad-                                                for financial support of the project. This   justed to follow the comet automatically                                                support was granted in September             as weil as possible. A refractor with fo-                                                1985. Now there was only little time left    cal length 1,000 mm and f/10 served as                                                to acquire all the necessary instruments     a guiding telescope. It was modified to                                                and equipment because we wanted to           give an enlargement of 150-200 x and                                                start the observations as early as pos-      a field of view of 25 arcminutes.                                                sible after the perihel ion which was on         The location of our observations wasFigure 1: Gomet P/Hal/ey in the morning         February 9, 1986. It was decided to          the ESO observatory at La Silla wheretwilight of February 22, 1986, 9: 01 ur from    restrict the campaign to photographic        our institute has a telescope of its ownLa 5i11a. Gamera 1 : 2/110 mm, filter GG 530,   photometry and the investigation of          (diameter 61 cm, f/15) and where aI/Ia-F hypersensitized, exposure time 3 mi-     structures in the coma and tail of PI        complete infrastructure exists. There thenutes.                                          Halley.                                      comet could be observed optimally and6                                                                                               multiple tail was a result of some iso-                                                                                               lated eruptions of gas and dust from the                                                                                               cometary nucleus. The maximum tail                                                                                               length visible to the naked eye was ap-                                                                                               proximately 15 degrees; on the wide-                                                                                               field images the ion tail was sometimes                                                                                               longer than 25 degrees. One of the most                                                                                               interesting phenomena can be seen in                                                                                               the image of the CO+ tail from March 10.                                                                                               It is a so-called disconnection event.                                                                                               Reasons for this event are still not com-                                                                                               pletely    understood.     Perhaps     the                                                                                               Bochum Halley campaign can help to                                                                                               solve this problem. At the beginning of                                                                                               April the comet moved along its path                                                                                               through the galactic disk - a very                                                                                               impressive sight but a handicap for the                                                                                               investigation. The surface brightness of                                                                                               the Milky Way in the background was                                                                                               partly higher than that of the comet tail                                                                                                and disturbs the interpretation of the                                                                                                images taken at that time. By mid-April,                                                                                                ion and dust tail of P/Hailey had very                                                                                                weil separated. They pointed to direc-                                                                                               tions differing by approximately 90 de-                                                                                                grees, a result of the altered geometry                                                                                                between Sun, Earth and comet.                                                                                                   During a total of 60 observing nights                                                                                               from February 17 to April 17, we were                                                                                               able to obtain more than 1,200 images                                                                                               of the comet in four different spectral                                                                                                ranges, most of them being of high qual-                                                                                                ity. Exposure times lay between 10 sec-                                                                                                onds and 170 minutes. These images                                                                                                are now being analysed in Bochum with                                                                                                regard to two aspects: (1) investigation                                                                                                of the dynamics in coma and tail and the                                                                                                connections to the rotationai period of
Figure 2: Comet P/Hal/ey on March 10, 1986, 8: 26   ur   from La Sil/a. Camera 1 : 2/110 mm,filter IF A4260, I/Ia-F hypersensitized, exposure time 110 minutes.

                                                the Bochum telescope could be used
                                                for photometric parallel measurements.                                                We are very grateful to ESO for granting                                                us this possibility although our applica-                                                ti on for it was somewhat late. We thank                                                especially the Director General, Prof.                                                Woltjer, Mr. Schuster, Mr. Hofstadt, Mr.                                                Bauersachs and Mr. Perez for their                                                support.                                                    On February 12 we arrived at La Silla                                                coming from icy Europe; the tempera-                                                ture difference was 40 degrees. After                                                setting up our equipment not far from                                                the 61-cm telescope we observed PI                                                Halley photographically for the first time                                                on February 17 in the bright morning sky                                                in the light of CN. Some days later the                                                tail had developed so weil that it could                                                be observed easily with the naked eye.Figure 3: Comet P/Hal/ey on April 17, 1986,     On February 22 we detected a double            Figure.4: Comet P/Hal/ey on March 16,2 : 00   ur  from La Sil/a. Camera 1: 2/        ion tail and six well-separated dust tails.    1986, 7: 02 ur  from La Sil/a. Flat-Field Cam-110 mm, filter IF A 4260, I/Ia-F. hypersen-     The opening angle of the whole tail in-        era 1: 4/760 mm, filter OG 530, 103a-F hy-sitized, exposure time 100 minutes.             creased to more than 160 degrees. This         persensitized, exposure time 15 minutes.                                                                                                                                           7                                                                                            Figure 7: Comet P/Halley near the radio                                                                                            ga/axy NGC 5128 on Apri/15, 1986, 1 : 22  ur                                                                                            from La Silla. F/at-Fie/d Camera 1: 4/                                                                                            760 mm, filter GG 410, 103a-E hypersen-                                                                                            sitized, exposure time 20 minutes.Figure 5: Comet P/Halley on March 16, 1986,   Figure 6: Comet P/Halley on March 16, 1986,7: 56 ur   from La Silla. Flat-Field Camera   9: 15 ur from La Silla. Flat-Field Camera1: 4/760 mm, filter IF A4260 (CO'), 103a-F    1: 4/760 mm, filter IF A3880 (CN), 103a-F     pected to take some time ...hypersensitized, exposure time 60 minutes.    hypersensitized, exposure time 60 minutes.       (Further information about the Bo-                                                                                            chum Halley campaign has been giventhe nucleus and the reactions with the        lifetimes of certain molecules as a func-     in Sterne und Weltraum 25, pages 221solar wind, and (2) determination of          tion of the heliocentric distance of the      (4/1986), 280 (5/1986) and 298 (7-81abundances, production rates, and             comet. But these procedures are ex-           1986).

Spectroscopy, Photometry and Direct Filter Imagery of
Comet P/Haileyc. ARPIGNY, F. DOSSIN, J. MANFROID, Institut d'Astrophysique,                                Universite de Liege, Belgium,P. MAGAIN, ESOA. C. DANKS, Department of Physics and Astronomy, Michigan State UniversityD. L. LAMBERT, McDonald Observatory and Department ofAstronomy, University of Texas,Austin, andC. STERKEN, Vrije Universiteit Brussel   The return of Comet P/Hailey, as weil      wealth of original data of all kinds has      temperature and velocity as functions ofas the related space missions, added to       given rise to a truly worldwide mobiliza-     the distance to the nucleus) by analyz-the intrinsic interest of comets and their    tion and we in Liege wanted very much         ing in detail the relative intensities of theimportance in connection with the cos-        to participate in this remarkable enter-      molecular emissions, their variation withmogony of the Solar System, no doubt          prise, in view of the continued interest      the position on the comet's image, asexplain the high level of activity devoted    shown by our institute in cometary phy-       weil as the evolution of these propertiesto the study of these celestial bodies in     sics and spectroscopy, ever since Pro-        as the distance from the Sun, r,recent years. While considerable pro-         fessor Swings' pioneering work. When it       changes. The procedure followed to in-gress has been achieved in this field,        was realized that our plans had so much       terpret the relative intensity distributionsthanks to the use of new observational        in common with those of our colleagues        is to construct synthetic spectra inte-techniques and to numerous theoretical        from the Universities of Michigan, Tex-       grating through the coma and takingworks, we are forced to admit that quite      as, and Brussels, we decided all to-          into account radiative processes (reso-a long way remains ahead before a             gether to join our efforts.                   nance-fluorescence excitation by thesatisfactory understanding of the nature         The principal aim of our programme is      solar radiation, sensitive to the radialand origin of comets is to be reached.        to derive some information on the physi-      velocity of the molecules relative to theThe unique opportunity offered by Com-        cal characteristics of the cometary at-       Sun - the so-called "Swings effect") aset Halley to gather an unprecedented          mosphere (distribution laws of densities,     weil as collisional effects which may be
8significant in the innermost regions (Ar-pigny, 1976). The modelling of the struc-                                   First Announcementture of the coma indeed represents anecessary step towards the ultimate             A conference organized by ESO ongoal of the study of comets, namely thedetermination of the chemical composi-                        VERY LARGE TELESCOPEStion of the basic material in the nucleus.   We have selected a number of                                                            AND THEIR INSTRUMENTATIONspecific observations or special prob-          will be held from 21 to 25 March 1988 at Garching bei München, FRG. Thelems related to this general programme          programme will include the following topics:and we shall outline these briefly here,grouping them according to the various            -   Fabrication of Large Mirrorsinstruments we used at La Silla during            -   Support Systemsthe post-perihelion phase of Comet PI             -   Active and Adaptive OpticsHalley, essentially from mid-March to             -   Telescope Environmentthe beginning of June 1986.                       -   Atmospheric Turbulence                                                  -   Infrared and Optical Instrumentation                                                  -   Remote Control1.5-m TelescopeCoude Spectrograph                                For more information please write to M. H. Ulrich, European Southern                                                Observatory, Karl-Schwarzschild-Str. 2, 0-8046 Garching bei München,   One appreciable advantage offered            Federal Republic of Germany.by this instrument is the possibility touse a rather long slit (approximately 3.5arcminutes) and hence to study the vari-ation of the spectral intensity distribu- .tions over a fairly large projected dis-    central part of the comet near the sun-       valuable data indeed. This material willtance (Q), a feature essential to the con-  ward end of the slit. As a result, the tail   enable us to carry out elaborate studiesstruction of model cometary atmos-          emissions show up quite weil and are          of the rotational intensity distributions ofpheres. Thus, radial profiles B (Q), i. e.  seen over about 125,000 km. The ex-           the various molecular bands.the distributions of the surface bright-    treme weakness of the solar radiationness along a diameter of the apparent       scattered by the dust tail also makes the                                                                                          1.4-rn CAT, Coude Echellecometary disk, can be established for       identification of some of the molecular                                                                                          Spectrometer, Reticonthe various species. Assuming negli- tail emissions easier than in the case ofgible optical thickness, which is valid in  Comet Bennett, for example. Especially           There are quite a few very importantmost cases, this gives also the column      noteworthy are: (a) the well-known CO+        problems on which progress is possibledensities N (Q) and these, when com-        Comet-Tail bands and several bands            only thanks to high-resolution observa-pared with the profiles predicted by the    due to the Fox-Ouffendack-Barker Sys-         tions (of the order of one hundredth of amodels, should yield clues relevant to      tem of COi, indicating a COiICO+ ratio        nanometer). In this category we havethe production mechanisms of the ob-        somewhat higher in P/Hailey near r =          chosen to try and evaluate the isotopicserved radicals. For the same reason,       0.95 A. U. than in Bennett at comparable      abundance ratio 12C/13C, which was gi-possible spatial variations of the ionic    heliocentric distances; the COi bands         ven high priority in our cooperative pro-emissions related to the accelerations of are 2rr,_2n; doublets and here as in a          ject.the carriers, OH', CO+, CH' ...             number of other comets (see Festou et            This ratio changes depending on the("Greenstein effect") can be searched       al. , 1982), the 1/2-1 /2 component is        degree of nuclear processing that hasfor, which may throw some light on a systematically stronger than the 3/2-                taken place and a wide range of valueslong-standing enigma: "bulk versus          3/2 component in the various bands, for       is seen in different astrophysical sites,wave motions in the plasma tail". Be-       some unknown reason (we have verified         from - 89 in the Solar System to - 25 insides, observations with this configura-    that this peculiar coincidence is not a       the Galactic Centre, down to - 5 intion will allow a direct comparison with    Swings effect associated with the com-        some late-type stars. Knowledge of itssimilar spectra secured with the twin       e1's orbital velocity); (b) the OW (0,0)      value in comets is of great interest in1.5-m telescope at the Haute-Provence        and (0,1) bands, the latter identified for   connection with the origin of theseObservatory (HPO) on several comets,        the first time; furthermore, the (1,0)        bodies. Now this question of how, whennotably on Bennett (1970 11). It will also   band of this ion may have some weak          and where comets were formed is still abe possible to relate these observations    contribution near the short-wavelength        matter of animated discussions. Variousto aseries of pre-perihelion spectra of     edge of the NH (0,0) band; (c) the CH+        hypotheses envisage that they origi-P/Hailey taken by some of us at HPO         (0,0) and (1,0) bands, a few lines of         nated within the Solar Nebula, just be-from the middle of November 1985 to         which are also seen for the first time; (d)   yond the Uranus-Neptune zone, orthe beginning of January 1986.              some fairly strong ionic features at          further out, 103 to 104 A. U. from the   Approximately three hours expo-          371.48,372.79,410.95,412.34,414.59,           centre, or at the outskirts, in associatedsures, one on each night, from 15 to 18     and 416.01 nm, for which we have not          disks or fragments of the Nebula, or elseMarch produced three good spectra in        found any satisfactory assignment.            in interstellar clouds from which theythe blue, and one rather weak in the           Figure 2 illustrates at higher magni-      were captured by the Sun. Whatevervisual spectral region. The best spec-      fication a particularly rich section,         their birthplaces, the determination oftrogramme, covering the range from the      390-430 nm, from the same spectrum,           their isotopic (and chemical) composi-NH (0,0) band to the C2 Swan (0,0) band     where we can appreciate the remark-           tion will have implications upon the his-is reproduced in Figure 1. The orienta- able spectral definition, in the CO' and          tory of the Solar System, upon the con-tion of the slit was in the general anti- CN bands. The quality achieved un-              ditions in an interstellar cloud, or even-solar direction, while the telescope was doubtedly pleads for maintaining this            tually even upon some of our ideas con-guided in such a way as to keep the instrument, which can still provide quite             cerning star formation. That comets
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Figure 2: Enlarged seetion from the spectrum appearing in Figure 1. For the sake of clarity, only the ionic emissions in this region are identifiedhere, the neutral emissions in the same region being marked in Figure 1.
 may be regarded as primitive, essential-            order to bring these lines above the                        reasons. In particular, they are not Iy unfractionated bodies is due to their            noise. Ten integrations were made in                        superimposed on the scattered solar very long stay in very cold environments            total (10 March, 23-30 March; 45 to 60                      continuum, as are the comet lines and far from the Sun as weil as to their very           minutes each, with resolutions of 80,000                    on the other hand, their intensities are small mass, typically _10 14 kg.                    to 100,000). One of these spectra is                        due to thermal excitation, whereas the    Measurements of the carbon isotopic              shown in Figure 3; this is one of the first                 comet lines are excited by the reso- ratio have been performed in half a do-             and few spectra obtained on Comet                           nance-fluorescence mechanism. Elimi- zen comets so far generally using the C 2           Halley at this high resolution. It is also                  nation of the underlying continuum in (1,0) Swan band. The Swan system is                 the first time such aresolution is used to                  the cometary spectrum is effected by strong in comets and the 473.7 band-                record a molecular cometary spectrum.                       dividing by a solar type spectrum. In our head would in principle offer easy mea-             Let us hope there will be more oppor-                       case the most convenient body was the surement of the 12C/13C ratio, as the               tunities of this kind on future bright com-                 planet Mars, of which several short ex- introduction of the 13C atom shifts the             ets! Naturally, from night to night Comet                   posures were made. isotopic bandhead to 474.5 nm. Unfor-               Halley was changing velocity, introduc-                        These observations were successful, tunately, however, the 12C13C (1,0)                 ing a wavelength displacement in the                        given the comet's brightness, and re- bandhead happens to be severely                     observed bands. Therefore, before co-                       duction of the data is in progress. We blended with NH 2 features, which                   adding data, each image frame has to                        should be able to give both a measure of makes the extraction of the isotopic                be shifted slightly.                                        the 12C/13C ratio and a value for the ratio rather delicate (Danks et al., 1974).             To aid interpretation and to act as a                   rotational temperature of C 2 in Comet In Comet West (1976 VI) another candi-              reference source, we managed to per-                        Halley in the near future. date, the C 2 (0,0) band, was tried. This           suade the TRS and Mr. Van Howard to                            Another item in this part of our pro- band is appreciably stronger but has a              illuminate the slit area with an acetylene                  gramme was concerned with the for- much smaller isotopic shift; in that case,          torch. At the high temperature of the                       bidden atomic oxygen lines already one has to look at individual rotation al           C 2H2 torch we could produce the emis-                      mentioned above. Indeed, the stronger, lines rather than at a bandhead and it              sion spectrum of C2 wh ich also exhibits                    shortward component of the [0 I] doub- turns out that very weak satellite lines of         the terrestrial ratio of 12C/13C, - 89.                     let is perturbed by HN 2 emissions at low the normal 12C2 molecule must be sepa-              These lines are useful for different                        resolution and the oxygen abundances rated out (Lambert and Danks, 1983). Values from -135 to - 50 with quite large error bars have been found for 12C/ 13C in the comets studied so far (see e. g. Danks, 1982).    We attempted to repeat these obser-vations on Comet Halley with the CES,which provides the very high resolvingpower necessary to disentangle or atleast reduce the blending problems in-                   0.5volved here. Several trials on the C 2 (1,0)bandhead proved disappointing, thecomet being fainter than anticipated.Thus we decided to concentrate uponthe C2 (0,0) band near 516 nm, thebrightest emission in the visible. Onesingle exposure of about one hour at aresolution of - 0.005 nm revealed therotational structure of the band, how-                   o. 0 '----'----:-:--:--'-----::....L-:---'----=-~~---l..---'-_...L.__~.........J._---'--_          _'___.J
ever the intensities of the 12 C 13 C lines                             5135          51l.0            51l.5      515.0            515.5    5160            516.5are very low, of the order of 1 % those of                                                                                                         'A(nm)the corresponding 12C2 features, so that             Figure 3: The rotational intensity distribution in the C2 (0,0) band of PIHalley (r = 0.85 A. U) atrepeated measurements were needed in                 100,000 resolution (Coude Echelle Spectrometer at the 1.4-m CA 7).
                                                                                                                                                                11reported so far depend upon anassumption regarding the strength of           1Il     1.0these NH 2 emissions that needs to be          1Il                                               Wchecked by resolving the blend. We ob-         Z                                               I-                        ~    Suntained eight spectra covering the range        I628.5-633.5 nm (24 March, 5, 7, 8, 27          oApril; resolution 50,000); some of these       Q::                                               lIJwere taken at different positions in the       w 0.5sunward and anti-sunward directions in         >order to study the mechanism by which          I-

the oxygen atoms are formed.                   «--.J
                                               w                                               0:::
50-ern ESO Photometrie Tele-
seope                                                    -300      -200          - IOD            0              IOD        200                   300    Photometry is also an efficient tool in                             DISTANCE TO NUCLEUS                 (ARC SEC)cometary studies. A glance at a typical spectrum (see Fig. 1 and 2) shows that                          --CN                         ...... ··C.U.               ---C 3 normal U, B, V or even intermediate bandpass photometry is of little help in such an intricate superposition of molecular emissions and solar con-tinuum. To overcome these difficulties, special filters like those defined by the lAU have to be used. These filters have               1.0 narrow band passes, typically a few           1Il                                               1Il nanometers. They isolate characteristic       Wfeatures such as the CN 387 nm emis-           Z                       ~     Sun                                   Tail   ~                                               I- sion, or a particular emission-free zone      I                                               0 of the spectrum so that the continuum is      0::: readily accessible.                           m 0.5    The advantages of photometrie ob-          w servations are the usual ones:                >                                                      ~.                                               I-- accurate and relatively easy absolute        «--.Jcalibration;                                   w- simple and reliable instrumentation;         0:::                                                                                   r- fast observation;                                                                                                           0°   '~"."   •• ,   • •_
- theoretical availability of a large
 number of telescopes, mainly of small                  -300      -200          - IOD            o               IOD       200                300 size, all over the world (Europe being                                                                         DISTANCE TO NUCLEUS                 ( ARC SEC)underrepresented in that respect).    Observations have been carried out at                         --CO+                        ·· ..·.... C.R.            ---H 2 0+ La Silla and in many other places, first of P/Giacobini-Zinner during the trial run of    Figure 4: Examples of photometrie seans aeross PIHal/ey's eoma along the Sun-antisun line,the IHW, and then of P/Halley. Dia-            through various filters (C. U. = Ultraviolet eontinuum, 365 nm; C. R. = Red eontinuum, 684 nm). phragms of different sizes are used in        The asymmetry in the CN profile ean probably be attributed to the effeet of solar radiation                                               pressure on radieals produeed with a veloeity dispersion. On the other hand, the asymmetry of order to analyze the radial distribution of                                               opposite sign in the other moleeular emissions, imitating the profiles in the eontinuum, seems the various emissions. Combination of         to indieate eontamination of these moleeular emissions by seattered solar radiation. the observations made at different ob- servatories, with a wide distribution in longitude, will eventually give an almostcontinuous       monitoring    of    Comet Halley's activity both before and afterperihelion.                                    nights a few hours were devoted to dif-          used for our study allowed to record the    Our first P/Halley observing run at        ferential observations with a single dia-        intensity in the various filters during ra- La Silla was of 12 nights (27 March-          phragm. Measurements were per-                   dial scans across the coma. Figure 47 April), when the comet was still rela-       formed in quick succession alternatively         gives a few examples of such scanstively bright and moving swiftly in front      of a comparison star and of P/Halley so          from the nucleus out to 5 arcminutes inof the Milky Way background. This stel-        that more rapid variations could be de-          the directions towards and away fromlar background proved to be a problem          tected.                                          the Sun. Thus the distribution of theas it was not easy to evaluate the exact          One difficulty arises from the limited        different spectral contributions can besky brightness affecting the comet mea-        choice of diaphragm sizes. Even small            followed farther out and more accurate-surements. One striking result of these        telescopes in the 0.5-m class rarely             Iy than with the classical method of mul-observations was the important fluctua-        have diaphragms larger than 1 arcmi-             tiple diaphragms.tions exhibited by the comet, by factors       nute. For nearby objects this of course             During our second photometrie ob-of 2 or more, from one night to the next,      means small linear dimensions. Fortu-            serving period we were able to makein agreement with many other reports of        nately, the versatility of the ESO tele-         one last set of measurements throughsuch variability. In addition, on several      scopes and in particular of the 0.5-m            all nine IAU-IHW filters (24 June).121.5-m Danish Telescope,                        preserve the excellent spatial resolution    tory and we appreciated very much theCCD Camera                                     (a few 100 km), the more so that the         efficient help we received on many                                               image quality itself was quite good (see-    occasions in the course of our activities   Having acquired a set of IHW imaging                                               ing - 0:'9). This will of course require     at ESO. Our heartiest thanks to all whoquality filters which isolate the same                                               delicate image processing. We hope to        contributed to make our respectivemolecular emissions and continuum              end up with valuable "monochromatic"         stays in La Serena and in La Silla sowindows as the photometrie filters (with       bi dimensional data, covering a field of     pleasant and fruitful!the exception of the OH filter), we            about 45,000 x 70,000 km projected onwanted to take advantage of the favour-                                               the comet. The resulting spatial distribu-able conditions near the perigee of PI         tions of the various components mayHalley and obtain high spatial resolution                                                   References                                               provide useful information bearing uponpictures. Thus a total series of about         the enigmatic question of how they are       Arpigny, C.: 1976, Proc. lAU Coll. Nr.25,forty frames were secured on 8 and 9           produced in the inner coma.                    "The Study of Comets", NASA SP-393April, when the geocentric distance of                                                        (Donn et al., eds.), 797-838.the comet was - 0.42 A. U. The expo-         Let us mention here that we were                                                                                            Danks, A.C.: 1982, ESO Comet Halley Work-sure times ranged from 1 minute with      struck by the similitude between some                                                                                              shop, Paris (Veron, ed.), 155-170.the red filters to 10-20 minutes near of the pictures, especially the red ones,             Danks, A. C. and Arpigny, C.: 1973, Astron.400 nm.                                   H2 0+ and red continuum, suggesting                 Astrophys. 29,347.   Now, the nearness of the comet to the that the solar radiation scattered by the          Danks, A. C., Lambert, D. L. and Arpigny, C.:Earth also has a drawback in that it dust may have apredominant contribu-                     1974, Astrophys. J, 194,745.causes a troublesome very rapid appa- tion even in a filter centred on a molecu-            Festou, M. C., Feldman, P. D. and Weaver,                                                                                              H.A.: 1982, Astrophys. J 256, 331.rent motion of the object. Indeed, at a lar emission and that careful treatment                                                                                            Johnson, J. R., Fink, U. and Larson, S. M.:rate of some 16"/min the autoguiding , will be necessary in order to derive sig-              1984, !carus 60, 351.system had a hard time in trying to nificant results from images taken                      Lambert, D. L. and Danks, A. C.: 1983, Astro-follow the comet perfectly. Therefore we through such filters.                                phys. J, 268, 428.decided to split the longest exposures       We all enjoyed living and working in a         Spinrad, H.: 1982, Pub!. Astron. Soc. Pac. 94,into several shorter ones in order to very hospitable and dynamic observa-                    1008.

The PHEMU 85 International Campaign
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1. Introduction                                no atmosphere, an even higher accura-        stance, is suspected to have a secular
                                               cy can be achieved by observing mutual       acceleration due to energy dissipation.    The mutual phenomena of the Gali-          phenomena, that are eclipses and             It is a very inconspicuous effect wh ich'Iean satellites of Jupiter take place every   occultations of the satellites by them-      cannot be observed easily, but observa- six years, when the Earth and the Sun         selves. These observations are the most      tions of mutual phenomena over a cou- cross the equatorial plane of Jupiter         precise that can be made of those            pie of Jupiter oppositions should allow wh ich coincides with the orbital planes      bodies and lead to aprecision of about       us to explore it. of the satellites. At that time, mutual       100 km, which explains why internation-         Therefore, an international campaign, occultations and eclipses may occur.          al campaigns have been organized to          PHEMU 85, has been organized by the However, the only favourable situation        carry them out.                              Bureau des Longitudes (France), bring- for observing such phenomena is when             is such aprecision for a position of      ing together theoreticians working in ce- the crossing of the equatorial plane          the Galilean satellites necessary? The       lestial mechanics and observational as- occurs simultaneously with the opposi-        answer is yes for several reasons. First,    tronomers (wh ich does not happen so tion of Jupiter. These phenomena are          the exploration of Jupiter and its           often!). As part of this campaign, ESO often observable only once every twelve       satellites by space probes requires a        allocated a large amount of observing years. In 1985, during the latest opposi-     very accurate knowledge of the orbital       nights to the programme at the ESO 50- tion of Jupiter, its declination was be-      motions of these bodies. This will espe-     cm and 1-m telescopes. In total we were tween -19 and -15 degrees, wh ich             cially be the case when the Galileo          able to observe 46 mutual phenomena, made La Silla one of the best places to       probe in a few years will be put in orbit    during 32 nights (or half-nights). observe them.                                 around Jupiter. Secondly, the motion of    In order to improve the theory of the      the Galilean satellites around Jupiter,                                                                                            2. The Observations motion of the Galilean satellites, two        affected by several so far little under- kinds of observations have been made          stood perturbations, is one of the most         The observations were carried out in so far: photometrie observations of the       complex problems of celestial me-            fast photometry mode, generally with a eclipses by Jupiter yielding a positional     chanics. The system of moons is sub-         time resolution of 50 ms. This mode of accuracy of 1,000 km and photographie         mitted to very fast changes and by           observing is briefly described in the astrometry giving an accuracy of              studying these we may hope to detect         present issue of the Messenger and has 300 km. However, as the satellites have       non-gravitational effects. 10, for in-       been extensively used already in the                                                                                                                                       13                                            TABlE 1                                            non observed (for an eclipse, the                                                                                               smallest diaphragm is the best one, as         Date            Pheno-      Observing     Result    Telescope       Filter    Dia-    you need to follow only one satellite).                         menon       conditions     (b)                               phragm                                        (a)                                                                                               3. The Results     26/27.   V    .85   3.occ.1       1- 2             0      50   cm         V       15"     28/29.   V    .85   2.occ.4         3         o   -1?     50   cm         V       10"        Table 1 gives a summary of our ob-     29/30.   V    .85   2.occ.4         3              3      50   cm         V       10"     servations. Figure 1 shows a group of     02/03.   VI   .85   3.occ.2         3              3      50   cm         V       10"     observations made of an event. Some                         3.occ.1         3             -       50   cm         V       10"     phenomena have been observed very     09/10. VI .85       3.occ.2         3             3       50   cm         V       10"     clearly (Figs. 2, 3, 4) while some others     15/16. VI .85       1.occ.4         1             -       50   cm         V       15"                                                                                               were not seen. A preliminary analysis     09/10. VII .85      3.occ.1         2             -       50   cm         V       10"                                                                                               appears to show good agreement be-                         4.occ.1       2 -1?           3       50   cm         V       10"     11/12. VII .85      4.occ.3       2-1             1       50   cm         B       15"     tween theory and observations for the     15/16. VII .85      3.ec1.2         1             -       50   cm         V       20"     timing of the phenomena.                         3.occ.2         1             2       50   cm         V       20"        Mutual phenomena do not always     18/19.   VII .85    1.occ.4         3             3       50   cm         V       10"     occur at the most convenient time, and     19/20.   VII .85    1.occ.3         1             -       50   cm         V       10"     we have often had to deal with difficult     26/27.   VII .85    1.occ.3         2             -       50   cm         V       10"     observing conditions, either during     02/03.   VIII.85    1.occ.3         3             3       50   cm         B       10"     twilight when the sky brightness     05/06.   VIII.85    3.occ.4         1             -       50   cm         V       10"                                                                                               changed rapidly, or at very high airmass.                         3.occ.2         1             -       50   cm         V       10"                                                                                               On such occasions, the events could                         3.ec1.2         1             -       50   cm         V       10"     09/10. VIII.85      1.occ.3       2-1             -       50   cm         V       10"     sometimes be hardly observable. While     28/29. VII1.85      3.ec1.2         3             3        1   m          V        7"     some observations were lost for                         4. occ. 1       3             3        1   m          V        7"     meteorological reasons, none were lost     03/04. IX .85       3.occ.2         1             -       50   cm         V       10"     due to technical problems.                         3.ec1.2         1             -       50   cm         V       10"        Finally, we note that the major     04/05. IX .85       3.occ.2         3             3       50   cm         B       10"     challenge when analyzing the data will     05/06. IX .85       1.occ.4         1             -       50   cm         V       10"     be to measure the duration of a                         1.occ.4         1             -       50   cm         V       10"                                                                                               phenomenon. Figures 5 and 6 represent     07/08. IX .85       1.ec1.3         3             3       50   cm         B       10"                                                                                       15"                                                                                               the same observation, but the data have     13/14. IX .85       1.occ.2         3             3       50   cm         B                         1.ec1.2         3             3       50   cm         B       15"     been binned to different time resolu-                         4.occ.2         3             0       50   cm         B       15"     tions, 400 ms and 800 ms respectively.     14/15. IX .85       1.occ.3         3             3       50   cm         V       10"     Using the same graphie method, how-                         1.ec1.3         3             0       50   cm         V       10"     ever, we find that the two data represen-     20/21. IX .85       1.occ.2         3             3       50   cm         B       15"     tations give a difference of 26 seconds                         1.ec1.2         3             3       50   cm         B       15"     in duration (corresponding to 8 %). The     21/22.   IX   .85   1.occ.3         3             3       50   cm         V       10"     timing of the minimum agrees within .8     24/25.   IX   .85   3.ec1.4         3             3       50   cm         V       10"                                                                                               second. We thus note that the determi-     25/26.   IX   .85   3.ec1.1         3             3       50   cm         V       10"                                                                                       15"                                                                                               nation of the intensity and maximum of a     08/09.    X   .85   1.ec1.2         2             2       50   cm         V     22/23.    X   .85   1.occ.2         1             0       50   cm         V       10"     phenomenon is far more accurate than                         1.ec1.2         1             -       50   cm         V       10"     an estimate of its duration. Our obser-     27/28. X .85        2.ec1.1         3             3       50   cm         B       10"     vations should point out to observers     14/15. X .85        3.ec1.1         1             2        1   m          V       15"     using a conventional photometer how     21/22. X .85        3.occ.1         3             2       50   cm         B       10"     difficult it is to determine the beginning                         3.ec1.1         2             -       50   cm         B       10"     and end of such an event.     08/09. IV .86       2. occ. 1       3             0       50   cm         V       15"

Notes: (a): 3 = No problem; 2 = Technical problem; 1 = Bad weather                             4. Conclusion
       (b): 3 = Strong phenomenon; 2 = Visible; 1 = Faint; 0 = Not visible                                                                                                  We could observe a large amount of                                                                                                mutual phenomena at La Silla, even infrared for Neptunian and Uranian               scope during the phenomena without           though generally the July-Septemberoccultations leading to the discovery             interruption.                                period is not especially good for photo-and study of rings around these planets,             Two types of photomultipliers have        metrie observations. The ESO contribu-as weil as in the visible to search for           been used: either the EMI 6256 (S-13),       tion to the campaign is therefore quiteflares and outbursts.                             or the QUANTACON RCA-31034 (Ga-              substantial.    As the acquisition is made in pulse-          As). Both are equally good for this pur-        A workshop organized by the Bureaucounting mode, it is of course possible           pose. So, the selection was simply           des Longitudes took place this April, into gather or smooth the data afterwards,          based on the following observers needs,      Bagneres-de-Bigorre (Pic-du-Midi Ob-in order to obtain any time resolution            in order to avoid too many instrument        servatory) to discuss the first results ofhigher than 50 ms.                                changes. The filters used were the           the PHEMU 85 campaign. Observations    In the case of the mutual phenomena,          Johnson V with the EMI photomultiplier       carried out in many piaces in France,it soon turned out that the number of             and B with the QUANTACON (the                Brasil, Spain and Italy were presented.interruptions in the acquisition which            satellites of Jupiter are too bright to be   Table 2 shows a summary of all obser-were necessary to recentre the satellites         observed in V with this photomultiplier      vations made during this campaign.in the diaphragm was a serious handi-             without damaging the tube).                  Theoreticians working in celestialcap. We therefore introduced a splitting            The diaphragm employed depended            mechanics will now have to interpretmirror in the large field eye-piece. In this      on the weather and was to some extent        them, and start their computations toway, it was possible to guide the tele-           determined by the type of the phenome-       improve the present models. We should14                                                                                                                                     A:      Tlre= 5: 57: 53.000 Value=                ~662.
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                                                            21/22 NOVDiBRE 1985
                                                                                                                               o      Figure 1: Sequence of observations made for the occultation of 10 (J1) by GANYMEDE (J3), on                                    50                            170                      290                             4:0                         530           650      November 21, 1985, showing the relative intensities of each satellite, of the sky, and of the                                                                                                                                                                                   20/21 SEPT. 19B5           50       C~    E. S. 0      phenomenon. ST. TIME is the starting UT time, and one time unit is 1,600 ms. Blocks 8 to 25      were added on this picture.                                                                                             Figure 3: 10 occults EUROPA on September 20, 1985.
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                                                          13/14 SEPTEliBRE 1985                                                                                                   24/25 SEPTOORE 1985
      Figure 2: 10 (J1) eclipses EUROPA (J2) on September 13, 1985. The time unit on this picture is                          Figure 4: CALLISTO (J4) is eclipsed by GANYMEDE (J3) on September 24, 1985.      400 ms, and 18 blocks have been added. The points A, B, C have been determined graphically-'-()l   through the reduction programme available at La Silla.            A: Time= 4: 5& 58.000 Value= 3954.            B: Time= 4:        5~   50.800 Value=        1598.            C: Time=       ~    ~   14.800    Value~     3908.
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     1000            o                         632                   1263                   1895                 2526                    3158                                                        25/26 SEPTEMBRc 1985Figure 5: GANYMEDE eelipses 10 on September 25, 1985. The time resolution has been set to 400 ms, and the graphie determination gives aphenomenon duration of 6 mn 17 s.
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 Introduction                                      spectroscoplc and photometric data for           P.A.= 258 0                    NGC 4546                                                   four galaxies. The goals of this pro-  At the beginning of May 1986, during                                                   gramme are to reach a good knowledgean observing run concerning the stellar                                                   of the kinematical properties of diskkinematics in barred SO galaxies, we                                                   galaxies in the presence of a bar and anobserved the SBO NGC 4546, an almost                                                   appropriate analysis of the stellar orbitsedge-on disk system, finding the pre-                                                   within the bars, considered as typicalsence of a very peculiar phenomenon:                                                   triaxial structures. As a first result, wewithin the galaxy, the gas clouds are                                                   found      the       existence    of   somemoving with similar velocities but in                                                   peculiarities in the velocity field of theopposite direction with respect to the                                                   first SBO studied, NGC 6684: an ovalstars. This fact, present also at different                                                   distortion of the stellar disk and the pre-position angles, makes this galaxy a                                                   sence of elongated stellar orbits withinunique case of disk system with large-                                                   the bar. They confirm the existence ofscale, retrograde gaseous motions with                                                   an oval distortion suggested by therespect to the stars.                                                   study of some barred disk galaxies (Kor-  The observations of NGC 4546 are                                                   mendy, 1979, 1983) and invoked also to           Figure 2: The same as Figure 1, but for thepart of a larger programme of study for                                                   explain and stabilize the structure of           spectrum of the major axis (centre) and twothe structure and the kinematics of                                                   "spindie" galaxies, a type of 80's with a        offset spectra at the same P. A. but at 5"SBO's, programme started at ESO in                                                   luminous and extended gas disk per-              (430 pe) SE and NW from the nucieus. The1984 and including at the present time                                                              extension of the phenomenon of counter ro-                                                   pendicular to its symmetry plane                                                   (Schweizer, 1983).                               tation between stars and gas appears with                                                       The selection of NGC 4546 as a can-          similar behaviour.

                                  NGC 4546         didate for spectroscopic and photomet-
                                                   ric studies derives from several charac-          Serego Alighieri on the night of May 6 at                                                   teristics: (i) it is quite a luminous galaxy,     lower dispersion (5.16 A pixel-I, g,rating                                                   with B magnitude 11.3; (ii) its ellipticity is   16) in the interval n 4730-7300 A.                                                   0.52, indicating an almost edge-on sys-             In addition to these spectroscopic                                                   tem where it is possible to study the bar        data, V, Ha and Gunn I frames were                                                   along one of its principal planes ; (iii) it     recorded with the CCO of the 1.5-m                                                   shows the presence of the [Oll] lines at          Oanish telescope on the nights of May 6                                                   n 3727 -29 A (Humason et al. 1956);              and 7, 1986. The image of the galaxy is                                                   (iv) it possesses an H I rotating disk with      shown in Figure 3, from a 1m (top) and a                                                   a velocity width for the line of 350 km/s        15m (bottom) V exposure. From these                                                   (Bieging, 1978). All these properties            images, it appears that the galaxy                                                   make this galaxy an interesting subject          shows a disk strongly inclined to the                                                   of study.                                        plane of the sky, as stated by the pre-                                                                                                    sence in the shorter exposure of Fi-                                                                                                    gure 3 of two spindies in the outer                                                   Observations and Data Analysis                                                                                                    isophotes. The bar, whose presence has                                                      NGC 4546 has been studied in the              been mentioned by de Vaucouleurs et                                                    nights of May 4 and 5, 1986, with the           al. (1976), appears just like an irregulari-                                                    eco and the Boiler and Chivens spec-            ty of the isophotes roughly at 45° NE of                                                   trograph of the 2.2-m ESO-MPI tele-              the major axis and is completely em-                                                    scope at six different position angles.         bedded in the galaxy body. A faint ab-                                                   The exposure times were ranging from             sorption, probably a dust lane, appears                                                    90 m for minor axis and intermediate an-        at P.A. = 248°, ten degrees SW of the                                                   gles spectra to 120 m for the major axis         major axis. In agreement with its relative                                                   spectrum, at P.A. = 258° (Figure 1).             closeness, 17.8 Mpc according to the                                                   The dispersion used was 1.77 Npixel              group distance (Virgo V, de Vau- Figure 1: Composition of the spectra ofNGC 4546 at six different position angles. To      (grating 10, second order) while the             couleurs, 1975), in the deeper exposure,make the lines more evident, the continuum         scale perpendicular to the dispersion            NGC 4546 reveals in its halo the pre-has been partially subtracted in all the im-       was 1.808 arcsec pix- 1 or about 59 arc-         sence of a number of faint, almost stellarages. The emission lines are represented by        sec mm- 1• The spectral interval explored        images, probably globular clusters.[OIllJ features (Ieft of the spectra), with only   was ranging from 4900 to 5700 A. In              Some of them are visible in Figure 3A 5007 clearly visible. The intense absorption     order to study the extension of the gas          (bottom).lines visible in the portion of the spectra        and its motions outside the main galac-             In the spectra of Figure 1, to make theshown here are Mg I A 5175.4, near the                                                   tic plane, two 60 m spectra were secured         lines more evident, the continuum has5200.0 [NIJ sky lines, and Ca+Fe A5269.0.                                                   offsetting the centre of the slit by 5/1 on      been partially subtracted in all the im-Note that nearer to the major axis (P. A. =258°), the emission and the absorption lines       both sides of the nucleus (NW and SE,            ages, showing the complex texture oftend to be inclined because of the rotation in     Figure 2) and perpendicularly to the ma-         the spectral lines. The [0111] emissionopposite directions. This fact characterizes       jor axis. An additional major axis spec-         lines are visible, but the faintest one,the exceptionality of the kinematics of this       trum of 15m exposure was kindly taken            A 4959, is too faint to give a measurablestellar system.                                    for us with the same instrument by S. di         signal, also because of the many ab-18                                                                                                attempt has been made to add together   NGC4546                                                                                      scan lines, in order to increase the sig-                                                                                                nal-to-noise ratio. This process was re-                                                                                                peated for each spectrum and for each                                                                                                scan line using a batch IHAP procedure.                                                                                                A sampie of the results is shown in                                                                                                Figures 4 and 5, where the rotation                                                                                                curves measured from emission and ab-                                                                                                sorption lines along the major axis of the                                                                                                galaxy are plotted. A more complete                                                                                                reduction of the velocity field will be                                                                                                performed during the next months using                                                                                                the technique of the Fourier Quotient                                                                                                wh ich produces also the velocity disper-                                                                                                sion of the stars.
                                                                                                Discussion                                                                                                    In most of the spectra (Figure 1). the                                                                                                gas lines appear inclined because of the                                                                                                rotation in a direction opposite to that of                                                                                                the stellar lines, indicating opposite di-         10"                                                                                    rections of motion. This fact charac-                                                                                                terizes the exceptionality of the kinema-                                                                                                tics of this stellar system. In fact, at the                                                                                                present time, no SO or spiral galaxy is                                                                                                known to possess this characteristic.                                                                                                The same behaviour is present in the                                                                                                spectra taken parallel to the major axis                                                                                                but with a ± 5" offset with respect to the                                                                                                nucleus (Figure 2). At the assumed dis-                                                                                                tance of 17.8 Mpc, these offsets corre-                                                                                                spond to about ± 430 pc, showing that                                                                                                the phenomenon is quite extended.                                                                                                    A look at Figure 1 shows that along                                                                                                 the minor axis (P. A. = 168°) the stars                                                                                                 exhibit almost no rotation, as indicated                                                                                                 by the lack of inclination of the absorp-                                                                                                 tion lines. At the same position angle, on                                                                                                 the contrary, the gas presents residual                                                                                                 motions that decrease until, at 135°,                                                                                                 about along the minor axis of the bar,                                                                                                 the emission lines tend to straighten.                                                                                                 This fact indicates that the lines of                                                                                                 nodes of the planes where the gas and                                                                                                 the stars are moving are not at the same                                                                                                 position angle. This kinematical differ-                                                                                                 ence is confirmed by the analysis of the                                                                                                 velocity gradients. Their values for the                                                                                                 stellar motions show a cosine decrease                                                                                                 with the P.A. reaching a maximum of                                                                                                 about 12 km S-1 arcsec- 1 at P.A. = 80°,                                                                                                 very close to the major axis of theFigure 3: Two images of the galaxy, from a 1m (top) and a 15 m (bottom) Vexposure. The bar       galaxy, in agreement with the expecta-appears just like an irregularity of the isophotes roughly at 45° NE of the major axis and is    tion for circular orbits on the galacticcompletely embedded in the galaxy body. A faint absorption, probably a dust lane, is visible     plane. Peculiar orbits appear in the innerten degrees SW of the major axis. In the deeper exposure, NGC 4546 reveals in its halo the                                                                                                 part of the system. The study of the gaspresence of a number of faint, almost stellar images, probably globular clusters.                                                                                                 rises more complex problems: in fact,                                                                                                 along the major axis, when the slit cros-                                                                                                 ses the bar, a dip of the rotation curves                                                                                                 towards lower velocity is visible. Thissorption features that are intersecting it      sence of the emission lines Ha, [N 11]           characteristic disappears in the offsetwith opposite inclination. The spectral         n6548-84 and [SII] n6717-31.                     spectrum at 5" SE, indicating gas flow orfeatures of MG I A5175.4, near the                 All the spectra were preliminarily re-        elongated orbits within the bar. The5200.0 [N I] sky lines, Ca + Fe A 5269.0        duced with the IHAP package at the               same behaviour is presented by theand Fe A 5331.5 are visible in absorption       Padova HP computer centre and ana-               analysis of the velocity gradients ofand are the predominant lines in the            Iysed kinematically by interpolating             emission lines, wh ich follow an approxi-spectra. From the low dispersion spec-          Gaussian functions to the more intense           mate cosine law with line of the nodes attrum it is possible to see also the pre-        emission and absorption lines. No                225° (near the bar major axis) and a
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years, starting in Oecember 1983, we
                                                (lJ                                                           \                                                      30observed 3C 273 in the X-rays with --.J'"                                                                       \ EXOSAT, in the ultraviolet light with the            29                                                         \                                                CJl satellite IUE, optically using the in-                                                                                                                      ---~                                                0                                              --.J    28strumentation of ESO and the Swiss                                                                                                                            "telescope at La Silla, in the infrared do-            27 main with the UK infrared telescope in Hawaii and at ESO, in the mm band also               26at the UK infrared telescope and in the                     10             12             14            16              18            20 radio waves mostly with the Metsaehovi radio telescope in Finland. The results of                                                  Log IJrest (Hz)this effort will be published shortly (1), a presentation of the first data obtained      Figure   1: February 1984 (UV in May) eontinuum energy distribution otthe Quasar 3e 273 trom                                                                     10                                                    the radio wave (= 10 Hz) to the X-ray (= 10'8 Hz) domains. The data are given as erosses                                                    and the titted tunetion (see the text) as a eontinuous line. The best tit parameters implya large  I AHiliated to the Astrophysics Division, Space   tar ultraviolet "bump" (interrupted line), whieh will need eontirmation with tuture instrumenta-Science Department, ESA.                            tion.                                                                                                                                                  21shape of the extreme ultraviolet bump                component, which is generally thought          however cannot be further precised, be-which is implied by the available data.              to be of synchrotron origin. The near          cause of the undersampling of the lightThis is all the more regrettable since the           infrared emission must therefore have          curve.largest contributions to the total                   an origin of its own, wh ich we do not            The very different time variationluminosity could come from this bump                 understand yet. Another example of dif-        patterns observed in the different bandsat least at certain epochs. (At other                ferent time variability patterns is found in   and the typical variability time scales ofepochs, the luminosity is probably                   the mm-infrared and the X-ray domains:         :5 1 month show the need for numerousdominated by the hard X-ray emission,                No large mm-infrared flux variations           more coordinated observations ofup to a few 100's keV).                              were observed at the beginning of the          quasars covering the entire spectrum to                                                     campaign while the X-ray flux de-              reveal the interplay of the different com-   The flux variations observed in the                                                     creased by a factor = 2. This implies          ponents. Such observing campaigns aredifferent bands imply changes in the                                                     that these two components cannot be            difficult to organize as they imply manyspectral parameters. The January 1986                                                     emitted by the same electron popula-           different observatories around the worldspectrum is thus significantly flatter                                                     tion, as has often been proposed in the        and little structure is available to coordi-in the far infrared-mm (down to                                                     so-called synchrotron self-Compton             nate observations from different institu-=  5-1 0 ~m) domain than the 1984                                                     models.                                        tions. EXOSAT has now finished its lifespectrum, whereas the near infrared                                                                                                    and will not be followed by a Europeanemission (between = 1 ~m and = 5 ~m)                    The time scales of variability in the                                                                                                    X-ray observing facility for some years.remained very stable (3). The slope of               different bands give useful limits to the                                                                                                    We hope, however, to have access tothe X-ray emission remained, however,                size of the respective emission regions                                                                                                    data from the Japanese X-ray satellitenearly constant when the flux changed.               provided that no relativistic bulk motion                                                                                                    Astro-C to be launched next year to   The data we have collected can be                 or gross projection effects introduce                                                                                                    continue our efforts.used to test theoretical model predic-               large correction factors. The sizes wetions; they are, however, still far too              can infer from our observations indicate       References:scarce to constrain the models suffi-                that the hard X-ray emitting region is of      1. Courvoisier, T. J.-L., Turner, M., Robson,ciently to provide a univocal description            the order of = 1 light month, similar to          E.I., Gear, W. K., Staubert, R., Blecha, A.,of the quasar phenomenon. The com-                   the near infrared emitting region (pro-           Bouchet, P., Falomo, P., Valtonen, M. andplex pattern of time variations also pro-            vided that the dip we observed is con-            Teräsranta, H., 1986, in preparation.vided evidence for a new spectral com-               firmed). The variations seen in the ul-        2. Courvoisier, T.J.-L., 1984, TheMessenger                                                                                                       37, September 1984.ponent: The different (and unexpected)               traviolet domain prior to our observa-                                                                                                    3. Robson, E.I., Gear, W.K., Brown, L.M.J.,behaviour observed in the mm-infrared                tions (4) also indicate a similar size for        Courvoisier, T.J.-L., Smith, M.G., Griffin,domain above = 5-1 0 ~m and below                    the region emitting the (optically thick)         M.J. and Blecha, A., 1986, Nature, inthis limit (3) showed that the near in-              blue bump. The variations observed in             press.frared emission cannot be dominated by               the far infrared imply a size of less than a   4. Courvoisier, T. J.-L. and Ulrich, M. H.,the high energy tail of the far infrared             few light months. This latter number              1985, Nature 316,554.

Modelling Space Telescope Observations
M. ROSA * and D. BAADE, The Space Telescape European Coordinating Facility,European Southern Observatory1. Introduction                                      guides alone. In the case of ground-           the lowest possible amount of the pre-                                                     based observations, it usually is the re-       cious observing time allocated.   A software package designed to                                                     sult of experiments under real observing           The optimal use of the HST and itssimulate observations obtained with the                                                     conditions.                                    scientific instruments for a given scien-Hubble Space Telescope (HST) has                                                        Often the best instrumental set-up          tific problem will (in general) not be obvi-been developed at the Space Telescope                                                     and observationai procedure is found           ous to judge from the technical detailsEuropean Coordinating Facility (ST-                                                     only after several trials using mediocre       of the performance alone. SlightECF) at ESO, Garching. This report pre-                                                     atmospheric conditions to prepare for          changes in the performance of a givensents a comprehensive description of                                                     the really good nights.                        part of an instrument might in fact callthe reasoning and scientific, technical                                                        In view of the expensive observing          for arevision of the entire observationaland operational background that has                                                     time and tight scheduling requirements,        strategy, e. g. the choise of grating andled to the development of this HST                                                     such a procedure is prohibitive for Hub-       detector combination.Model. Examples illustrate how the                                                     ble Space Telescope (HST) observa-                 It follows that a system capable ofmodel is used to predict the actual re-                                                     tions (and also not really desirable for       simulating observations with the instru-sults of observations.                                                     ground-based activities). Furthermore,         ments of HST in advance of the layout of                                                     in the case of HST, almost all pro-            proposals and of the real observations2. Technical and Scientific                          grammes will be pushing to the abso-           can largely compensate for the lack of   Background                                        lute limits of feasibility. In order to        experience and of the possibility of in-                                                     assure the utmost scientific return it will    teraction in operational procedures.2.1. Operational differences between                                                     not be enough to tune the data reduc-     ground-based and HST observing                                                     tion software to the limits set by infor-                                                                                                    2.2. Technical differences between  Observing experience cannot be                     mation theory. The observational proce-                                                                                                         dedicated space experimentsgathered from handbooks and users                    dures as weil will have to be set up in the                                                                                                         and HST                                                     most efficient way in order to keep the  • Affilialed 10 lhe ASlrophysics Division. Space   noise level in the data acquired below          Usually astronomical space experi-Science Departmenl, European Space Agency.           the largest tolerable value yet spending       ments work in frequency domains inac-22 cessible from ground and therefore em-        provide substantial help for the decision        3. The Model Package ploy telescopes and detectors of highly       among apparently equivalent but slight- specialized nature with a very limited        Iy different modes to be selected for a              Conceptually, a realistic simulation of range of possible instrumental config-        given scientific objective. Finally, only        astronomical observations is nothing urations. Examples are the X- and Gam-        the frequently used modes will be co-            else but an inversion of the data reduc- ma-ray experiments and the Internation-       vered by the routine calibration process         ti on path. The latter consists of, e. g., al Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE), which are      devised for HST operations. It will there-       resampling from pixel to wavelength do- free flying laboratory set-ups rather than    fore be most interesting, if not                 main, deconvolution with instrumental orbiting versions of ground-based             necessary, to obtain a best guess of the         profiles, extinction corrections and observatories. The IUE for example            performance in the uncalibrated modes            calibration with instrumental sen- acquired thousands of exposures in            through simulations.                             sitivities. Instead, the modelling soft- only 4 well-defined, rigidly-fixed spec-                                                       ware will start with a clean target (image trographic modes. In such experiments,                                                         or energy distribution), will then mod-                                               2.3. Oifferences in performance                  ulate the signal by including interstellar once the first few raw data are obtained                                                    between HST and ground-based                extinction, redshift, etc. and deterioriate of standard targets, a preliminary instru-                                                    telescopes                                  it further by applying all the effects in- mental calibration can be produced. This will serve as a means of estimating           The detectors and instruments of HST        trinsic to the assumed instrumental set- exposure times and performance for all         and the observational techniques are            up. The latter include for example the future exposures to be made of a given         generally weil known from ground-               point spread function, dispersion rela- type of object.                                 based observatories. What makes ob-            tion, filter transmission, detector sen-    The (prospective) user of the HST ob-       serving with HST so exceptional is its          sitivity, intensity transfer function, servatory will have to choose between 6        capability to work near the diffraction         scattered light, photon statistics and de- scientific instruments, each of which           limit of its 2.5-m mirror since there is no    tector noise. A model package will have has a multitude of configurations. Recall       intervening turbulent atmosphere. In ad-       to be very modular in order to provide that there are two imaging instruments,        dition, the background light, which is          flexibility at the input stage, i. e. the gen- the Wide-Field and Planetary Camera            already significantly lower because of          eration of astronomical targets and to (WFPC) and the Faint-Object Camera             operation above the earth's atmos-              remain adaptable to new instruments, (FOG); two spectrographs, the High-Re-         phere, is greatly diminished (for point         configurations and changes of technical                                                sources) by the gain in spatial resolution      data. solution Spectrograph (HRS) and the Faint-Object Spectrograph (FOS); a             of at least a factor of 7 squared, i. e., per      It seemed natural to develop the mod- High-Speed Photometer (HSP) and the            area of the PSF the background con-             el as a package of application pro- Fine-Guidance Sensor (FGS). The in-            tamination is suppressed by another             grammes, data bases and command struments cover the entire wavelength         factor of 50.                                    language level procedures embedded in range from 1000 Ato about 1 micron or              The new side-effects encountered will       the environment of the large astronomi- parts thereof, although with greatly          for instance be the variation of spatial         cal data analysis system MIOAS pro-varying efficiencies. The WFPC deploys          resolution with wavelength (by nearly an        duced and maintained at ESO (see 8 CCO chips in two focal ratio config-         order of magnitude over the accessible          Banse et al. , The Messenger, No. 31, urations, 42 filters, 3 polarizers and 3       wavelength range). This will cause vari-        p. 26, 1983). This concept results in sev- objective gratings. The FOC consists of        able throughput for the smallest spec-          eral advantages. Firstly, only a very few2 intensified photon counting systems          trographic and photometric apertures, a          highly specialiied FORTRAN level pro- imaging at 3 focal ratios with the possi-      variation of image size with effective col-     grammes had to be written frombility to insert up to 4 out of 49 different    our for stars observed through broad-           scratch, while all the data handling, dis-filters, plus one each of 2 polarizers and      band filters, especially in the UV where        play, hardcopy and image arithmetics 5 objective prisms. Spectroscopy with          red leaks are very disturbing, and, final-      needed was al ready covered by MIOASthe HRS can be done with two Oigicons           Iy, a severe undersampling of the point         system commands. Secondly, know-and 8 gratings with resolutions of              spread function at short wavelengths in         ledge of the instrument configurations2 x 103,2 X 104 and 10 5. The FOS also         some of the cameras. For ground-based            could be maintained in the model in theuses two Oigicons and offers 6 gratings        observations, these effects are under            form of look-up tables, and the flowin medium, 3 gratings or prisms in low          most circumstances negligible. Further,         chart of the photons through the instru-resolution mode and spectropolarimet-          due to the lack of a sufficient sky signal       ments in the form of command proce-ry. HSP consists of 4 image dissector           level, preflashing of the WFPC CCOs is          dures which activate individual systemtubes and a photomultiplier, 18 filters, 4     needed in order to overcome the severe           commands. This scheme provides forpolarimetric filters and an aperture plate     nonlinearity (deferred charge) at low            easy debugging, updating and upgrad-with 50 apertures. Finally, the 3 FGS          levels of non-uniform illumination with          ing. Thirdly, the astronomical data (e. g.sensors, besides their task of tracking        high spatial frequencies. Finally, faint         extinction tables, sampie spectra andHST during exposures with the other 5          (undersampled) stars in Wide-Field               images) needed for the target genera-instruments, can perform astrometry in         Camera images may not be distinguish-            tion are stored in an expanding dataselected wavebands. For more details           able from weak cosmic ray events be-             base accessible to all MIOAS users. Fi-see the HST Instrument Handbooks and           cause both signals will produce signific-        nally, any addition of application pro-the Call for Proposals distributed by the      ant amounts of charge in only a very few         grammes to the general MIOAS systemSpace Telescope Science Institute, Bal-        detector elements.                               or to the HST Model package will betimore (STScl).                                    In conclusion, we stress that it is the      beneficial for the users of either soft-    Altogether there are several hundreds      combination of the characteristics of as-        ware environment.of useful modes that can be selected           tronomical targets in the spatial and               The model is structured into 3 majorwith HST, not including choices to be          spectral regimes with the performance            components, namely TARGET GENER-made for the read-out parameters of the        of HST that makes the acquisition of an          ATION, OPTICAL PATH and OETEC-detectors and the freedom in selecting a       apriori experience so indispensable for          TION. Targets as seen at the entrancecontinuum of central wavelengths for           the preparation of valuable observations         pupil of HST come in three majorHRS. Simulated HST observations can            and for their subsequent processing.             flavours, i. e. 2 0 images, point source
                                                                                                                                           23                                                                                                    pixel variation of these parameters for  o   0                                                                                            a       the different detectors.                                                                                                       Several data bases are provided with                                                                                                    the package. An ASTROPHYSICAL                                                                                                    DATA BASE contains extinction tables,                                                                                                    spectral catalogues with low and high                                                                                                    resolution sampie spectra, model at-                                                                                                    mospheres, images of galaxies, star                                                                                                    clusters, H II regions and planetary                                                                                                    nebulae, and line lists for emission-line                                                                                                    objects. The HST INSTRUMENT DATA                                                                                                    BASE comprises for example filter             ..                                                                                     transmissions, detector efficiencies,                                                                                                    dispersion relations, intensity transfer                              ,   '                                                                 functions and flat fields, the HST DATA                                                                                                    BASE mirror reflectivities and point                                                                                                    spread functions. Astronomical targets  • •                                     .c                                                d       and results generated by the users are                                                                                                    archived and provide a growing data                                                                                                    base for further applications.                                                                                                       In summary, the model package per-

                                                                        .. .,                       forms the following tasks:
                                                                                                    ;1. Creation and modification of realistic                                                                                                        astronomical targets, based on real                                                                                                        and/or artificial data.            • '   .      .,                                                                         2. Observation of these targets with dif-             •          o·                                                                              ferent instrumental configurations.                                                                                                    3. Acquisition of data including the              .                                                                                         peculiarities of the detectors.                                                                                                    4. Use of the general MIDAS environ-                                                                                                        ment to modify, hardcopy and ana-                                            e        •                                         f        Iyze the data at any intermediate                                                                                                        step.                                                                        •                                                                                           •        4. Examples                                                                                                       In the remainder of this article we                                                                                                    present some examples obtained with                                                                                                    the model package. Rather than dis-                                                                                                    cussing all the details of a particular                                                                                                    case we emphasize the differences be-                                                                                                    tween ground-based experience and                                                                                                    expected HST results. More details on                                                                                                    the HST PSF and sampling problems                                                                         •                          can be found in papers by King (1979;                                                                                                    PASP 95, 163) and Bendinelli, Di lorio,                                                                                                    Parmeggiani and Zavatti (1985; AA 153,                                                                                                    265). on the appearance of WFPC im-Figure 1: Simulated images of the Pleiades at 120 kpe distanee. (a) ESO 3.6 m, prime foeusGGO, seeing 0.5 areseeond, 3 minutes. (b) FOG f/48 (= PG), (e) FOG f/96 and (d) FOG f/288-          ages of Local Group galaxies in a paperall exposed for 1,000 seeonds through B filter, (e) and (f) are enlargements of the eentral parts   by Hoessel and Danielson (1985; PASPof (a) and (d).                                                                                     95,336).
                                                                                                    4.1. The Pleiades at 120 kpc distance
 catalogues and energy distributions. In          includes also various backgrounds, red-              Figure 1 shows artificial images of an principle, a target will be a multi-dimen-       shifting, reddening and scaling in space          open cluster that has been generatedsional data entity providing mono-                and photon flux.                                  using the brightest 300 members of thechromatic irradiance as a function of po-            The optical path includes all effects          Pleiades but scaled in position andsition, wavelength and time. Sampling             encountered between the HST orbit                 brightness to a distance of 120 kpc. intervals and size in either of the 3 do-        (e.g., scattered light from sun, moon,            This distance, in fact about 2 times themains will depend on the particular in-           and earth, airglow, Doppler shift, aber-          LMC distance, has been chosen in orderstrument configuration chosen and the             ration) and the detectors (e. g. reflec-          to squeeze the cluster into the field ofanalysis to be performed. For example,            tivities of mirrors, filter transmissions,        the FOC f/96 mode. Note that no addi-targets for imaging will be rather large in       dispersion relations, geometrie distor-           tional field stars have been added andthe spatial domain but will be sparsely           tions, point spread functions). Finally,          that a f1at background of 25 mag persampled in the wavelength regime,                 the actual acquisition of the data (DE-           square arcsec has been assumed. Thewhile targets for spectroscopy will even-         TECTION) is handled in specific mod-              brightest star mapped has a B mag-tually carry no spatial information at all        ules that include particle events, intensi-       nitude of 17 mag, the faintest ones arebut will have a very good resolution in           ty transfer functions, quantum effficien-         at about 29 mag and contribute onlythe spectral domain. Target generation            eies, read out noise, and the pixel-to-           statistically to a slightly enhanced24    gr----,---,-----,---,--,--,---,---.--.----.--,-----,---,--,---,,---,---.--n    C>                                                                                                 Optical Wavelengths", M. H. Ulrich and    C\J                                                                                                       K. Kjaer (eds.), ESO, 1981, p.95) for                                                                                                       example.

                                                                                                       4.2. FOS spectra of a faint planetary
                                                                                                            nebula in the LMC                                                                                                           Figure 2 shows the modelIed energy                                                                                                        distribution of a planetary nebula plus its    g                                                                                                   central star in the LMG, m (B) = 20 mag.    C>                                                                                                       We used a 100,000 K black body, the     ,    C>                                                                                                        relative emission-line strengths of NGG                                                                                                        7027 and a nebular emission con-                                                                                                       tinuum, all ingredients properly scaled    g                                                                                                  for an observation in a 0.5 arcsec aper-    C>                                                                                                       ture. In addition, a weak H(gamma) ab-    i                                                                                                  sorption line has been added as an ex-          100.000               300.000                    500.000                    700.000          ample of the stellar absorption spec-                                               WAVELENGTH [NM]                                                                                                       trum. Two continua without nebularFigure 2: Simulated spectrum of a planetary nebula. The effect of interstellar extinction on the       emission lines have been drawn for in-continuum is shown for an LMC extinction law at E (B-V) = 0.15 and 0.5 mag, respectively.              terstellar extinction in the LMG with E                                                                                                       (B-V) = 0.015 and = 0.5, respectively. A                                                                                                       scientific objective of these simulations                                                                                                       would be the evaluation of the best in- background level. Figure 1a shows a              by Bendinelli, Di lorio, Parmeggiani and             strumental configurations and the expo-  180-second integration on a GGD                 Zavatti (1985; M 153, 265).                          sure times required for a proper analysis mounted at the prime focus of a 4-m                 Since we used a point symmetric PSF               of such objects with the Faint Object class telescope. A gaussian seeing pro-          and did not include the diffraction                  Spectrograph. file of 0.5 arcsec FWHM has been                 pattern of the spiders, speckle patterns                 Figure 3 shows the count-rates ob- assumed. Figures 1b through 1d show              due to misalignments and non-ideal                   tained for the input spectrum with E Planetary Gamera (or FOG f/48) , FOG             mirror figures, scattering by micro-                 (B- V) = 0.15 in the low resolution f/96 and FOG f/288 images. Exposure              roughness and dust on the mirrors, one               modes G 160 L plus blue digicon and times would have been 1,000 seconds              should consider the images of the brigh-             G 650 L plus red digicon, respectively. each through B band filters. Figure 1 e          ter stars only as the currently best guess           The figure also makes the missing and 1f zoom in on the image of the               of what an azimuthai average over a                  spectral coverage of the region between brightest star in the centre of the cluster      stellar image would look like. This is               240 and 380 nm by the FOS in its low as seen from the ground and in the FOG           especially true for the FOG f/288 mode.              resolution mode quite evident. A fully- f/288 mode, respectively. In interpreting        Laboratory simulations of speckle im-                fledged simulation is presented in Figure "excellent-seeing" ground-based im-              ages in the f/288 mode have been pre-                4 where the final "raw observational" ages of mysterious objects, i.e. R 136a          sented by Lohmann and Weigelt (ESN                   data of a 1,000 second integration using in 30 Doradus, one may occasionally              ESO Workshop on "Astronomical Uses                   grating G 400 Hand the blue digicon is wish to compare these two images.                of the Space Telescope", F. Macchetto,               shown. Note that at this spectral resolu-They demonstrate how much structure               F. Pacini and M. Tarenghi (eds.), ESO,               tion and with the signal-to-noise ratio can be hidden behind a 0.5 arcsec see-           1979, p. 353) and Weigelt (ESO Gonfer-               (SNR) obtained, the broad absorption ing profile and a high background level.         ence on the "Scientific Importance of                underlying the H-gamma emission is in-     Fairly obvious is the increase in reso-      High Angular Resolution at Infrared and              visible. lution but more interesting at this point is the notable undersampling of stellar images in the PG or FOG f/48 frames                                   1       1         1                                     1         1                                                                  1-                                                                            -(even more severe for WF). In the ex-treme case (WF) a blue PSF of 0.02arcsec FWHM is sampled with pixels of0.1 arcsec width, leading to triangular,square, or bar-shaped images of faint               '-'                                                            C>                                                            C>                                                    w       - •   I-stars with only 1 to 4 significant pixels. A                                                    Cf>                                                   ......   C>                                                                                  -                                                   ;::spre-requisite for successful application           ~                                                                            JJ                                                   Cf>of photometry packages that employscaling of a PSF to measure magnitudes             ~in crowded stellar fields (eg. DAOPH01)                                                                  I-                                                                            -will be the acquisition of multiple framesslightly shifted by fractions of a pixelsize with respect to each other (in orderto satisfy the Nyquist theorem in two                                                                  lJ   1.111   ULdimensions). Note also the fringing of                      §                                                            -..L.hi                                                                  C'-I                                                                          -bright stars, the exact pattern of which                    C>                                                                               I         I         I                I         I          Iwill depend on effective wavelength in                            100.000   200.000   300.000   400.000        500.000     600.000    700.000broad bandpass filters. Point spread                                                              WAVELENGTH [NM]
functions of HST and associated prob-             Figure 3: Count rates in FOS modes G 160 L (blue digicon) and G 650 L (red digicon) using aslems have also been discussed recently            input the spectrum with E (B - V) = O. 15 mag from Figure 2.
                                                                                                                                                25                                                                                              extreme rates quickly drops to zero.                                                                                              This happens long before alethal level                                                                                              of the illumination is reached. Therefore,                                                                                              depending on the amount of back-                                                                                              ground, even a faint star can actually                                                                                              lead to critical count rates. In Figure 5                                                                                              we demonstrate this effect for a binary tIl                                                                                              with 0.2 arcsec separation and an inten- ~ g                                                                                          sity ratio of 1/1,000. The top panel dis- 00 U     g                                                                                      plays a cut through the image in photon       C\J                                                                                              flux units at the detector (FOe f/288,                                                                                              effective wavelength 170 nm, 256 • 256                                                                                              pixels), the wiggly wings of the bright                                                                                              stars profile stem from the diffraction                                                                                              pattern which is almost unresolved at       g                                                                                      this wavelength. The lower panel shows       o                                                                                              from bottom to top 1,000 sec. integra-             0.000   100.000        200.000            300.000       400.000                  tions through various combinations (as                                              DIODES                                          labelIed) of the medium bandpassFigura 4: Raw data acquired in 1,000 seconds in FOS mode G 400 H (blue digicon) using the     F 170 M filter and neutral density filterssame input as in Figure 3.

   The simulations demonstrate clearly
the variability of the SNR over the freewavelength range. Furthermore, theassumption that the performance for hotstars is increasing with decreasingwavelength is extremely dependent onthe amount of extinction that has to beexpected towards the object. Finally,it is noteworthy that in the visualwavelength range the faint object spec-trograph EFOSe at the 3.6-m telescopeof ESO, La Silla, produces a similar SNR                                                                                                                       INPUTfor objects of about 19 mag (8) in 3,600sec. Le., only 2.6 times more exposure            o                                                  otime.
4.3. Glose double stars with a large
     brightness ratio    The last example focusses on a challenging application of the high-re- solution imaging offered by HST in com- bination with the FOe f/288 imaging mode. Taking the theoretical FWHM (in pixels) of stellar images in the f/288 mode given in the manuals at face val- ue, the detection and resolution of stel- lar pairs with separations of 0.2 arcsec should be no problem at all. However, if the brightness of the stars differs too                                                                          F170 M+ F2ND much, the (noisy) diffraction pattern ofthe bright component will render thefaint one invisible. To reach this conclu- sion does not really require simulatedobservations, but the latter might help to                                                                        F170 M + F1NDoptimize the selection of the band passin such a way that the faint componentwill not be burried in a strong diffractionfeature. Yet there is still another effectthat has to be considered when estimat-ing exposure times. The intensity trans-          ofer function (ITF) of the FOe becomes             overy non linear at typical count rates                 -1.0              -0.500               0.0                0.5                 1.0above 0.6 cts/s/pixel, depending on the                                                     AACSEC
actual configuration chosen. The ITF           Figura 5: Slices through FOG f/288 images of a double star with aseparation of 0.2 arcsecondthen levels off (saturation) and at more       and brightness ratio 1/1,000. See section 4.3 for more details.
26of 1 and 2 mag attenuation. Since the         can be learned, however, is the aware-             with the HST Instrument Users Guidesexample is chosen in such a way that          ness of problems that may be unimpor-              applicable. A minimum of 3 days shouldthe wings of the bright star are al ready     tant under certain circumstances (wh ich           be allocated for a typical project. Pros-close to nonlinearity, the SNR in the         usually are not encountered by most                pective users should contact the ST-wings does not change dramatically            ground-based observing programmes)                 ECF for details, arrangements of staffwith the choice of filters. The core of the   but can determine completely the out-              support and booking of computer time.bright star is therefore always beyond        come of another type of observation.saturation, i. e. at zero level. Note thebehaviour of the faint star. Without                                              5. Availability                                    6. Acknowledgementsattenuation it is also subject to oversat-uration, i.e., is represented by a hole in       The model package is available for                 Besides ST-ECF staff, the followingthe wings of the bright star's image be-      use at the ST-ECF, ESO, Garching. On-              individuals and groups have contributedcause the faint star's flux is added to       line help facilities, a Users Guide and            data, software, and discussions: K.this very high background. Adding             documentation of the Data Bases are                Banse and D. Ponz (ESO Image Pro-stronger and stronger attenuating filters     provided. Although its main purpose is             cessing Group), members of the Instru-actually increases the detectability: With    to simulate HST observations, it can               ment Support Branch and others at thea 2 mag density filter in the beam, the       easily be adapted to other instrumenta-            STScl, in particular S. Ewald, G. HartigSNR is superior to the 1 mag combina-         tions as weil, and we anticipate that the          and F. Paresce. D. Carr and C. Praschtion.                                         instrumental data of cameras, filters and          were involved in most of the laborious   This last example demonstrates nice-       spectrographs in operation at ESO, La              work of extracting and editing the instru-Iy, how much experience can be gained         Silla, will become available. Prere-               ment data base, etc. from handbooksfrom mere simulations. Obviously, there       quisits for a successful use of the model          and other sources. Finally, all those col-will always be observations that reveal       are experience with the MIDAS system,              legues who have used the model duringthe unpredicted and therefore cannot be       a detailed prescription of the astronom i-         its evolutionary phase have contributedanticipated during simulations. What          caltarget to be generated and familiarity          valuable comments and complaints.

The ESO TV Autoguiders
M. OUCHATEAU and M. ZIEBELL, ESO    In February 1985 four new autoguider      tion with an electronic crosshair as               mechanical and no optical modificationssystems have been installed at La Silla.      shown in Figure 1:                                 are needed in the focal plane.The 3.6-m telescope, the CAT, the                Except for the TV camera, all the com-2.2-m telescope and the Schmidt got           ponents are installed inside the control                                                                                                 Electronic Crosshairequipped with a system.                       consoles. In some locations, the digital   They have been used now success-           memory used for scan conversion in                    The electronic crosshair, developedfully for one and a half year and we hope     case of an integration facility does not           to perform corrections for differential re-that they are not "job killers" but that in   exist. The video signal is then con-               fraction on the Schmidt telescope, pro-the meantime they have been accepted          nected directly from the TV camera to              duces on the monitor one fixed cross,as an improvement of work conditions.         the autoguider chassis (Fig. 2). The ad-           one movable and a rectangular box   Three main reasons induced us to use       vantage of this solution is that no                around the centre of the movable cross-low-light-Ievel TV cameras for auto-guiding:
                                                                                                                                         ~   1. There were already 5 telescopes at          Lol<t-Light                                                                     Video   -- _.       Video                 Video                                                                                                                                    ~La Silla equipped with TV cameras for             Level                                                                         cmanual guiding.   2. An electronic crosshair already ex-                                                  TV-[amera                                                                 -                                                              ~                                                                                                                                ~                                                                                                                                         TV-Momtor

isted and by setting several electronic
signals for it the development of the                                                                                     Eleetronieal                                                                        Digital Memory           Autoguiderautoguider was simplified.                                                                                                [rosshafr      I-                                                                                                 Chassis   3. Long experience with manual                                                                                         Generator                                                                 -guiding on the Schmidt telescope's               [ontrol Panelelectronic crosshair encouraged us to                                                             Icontinue in the same direction. The sta-bility of the deflection system of the TV                                                                                                              Teleseope                                                                                                                                          --  .....camera did not create any difficulty.                                                                         Control                          '"                                                                                                                                              {l                                                                                                                                               c:   The idea was therefore to use the                                                                          Computer                        ~video signal of a TV camera in connec-        Figure 1: Autoguider interconnections.                                                                                                                                          -                                                                                                                                                      27                                                                                                                                      efectroni( box                                                                                                                                     (size odiustable                                                                                                                                      by handset)                                                        /'                              ,,,                                                                                                                 7                                                                                        ,                                                                                        ,,                                                                                                                                     movable crosshal'r                                                                                        :                                   /        (computer conrroled)                                                                                                           ::1     /                                                                                                                       V                                                        -------------             --    --    I                                                                                                  - ---                                                                                                          ---r----"                                                                                                                       '"""Figure 2: Autoguider.                                                                                        ,                                                                                                                                      fixed crosshalrhair accordingly. In manual guide mode                                                  ,,    ~oC                                    (position adjustablethe observer has to follow with his guide                                          -..                                                by s ..dche.s)                                                                                        Istar the movable crosshair by correcting                                                ,,the telescope position. With specialsoftware the movable crosshair can be                  "-                               I                                                                                                                 ~

used (and it is used so on the Schmidt
telescope) for comet tracking.                    Figure 4.   All the delays wh ich are necessary tobuild up the cross are produced digitally         the information appears at the output of                  into the quadrants at the left side. Thisand do not suffer from temperature                register 11. One full adder is commonly                   analogue voltage is then used as a refer-effects. The size of the box is adjustable        used by the 4 channels. After a new                       ence for the ND converter. This methodby a handset to fit it to the apparent star       conversion of the ND converter the digi-                  ensures that only the star light inside thediameter under different seeing condi-            tal output is transferred via S 2 to the full             4 quadrants is integrated with no addi-tions. The movable crosshair and the              adder and added to the former value                       tional DC level. It makes the autoguiderbox create 4 quadrants. The video sig-            wh ich was stored in register 11 and is                   very sensitive and allows automaticnal inside each of these quadrants is             now memorized in register I with a cer-                   guiding on very faint objects. At the 2.2-integrated and the equilibrium between            tain delay. The new sum is transferred to                 m telescope stars down to 19th mag-the four fields is used for autoguiding.          register 1I and can be added to the next                  nitude have been used for autoguidingAll the digital signals for the box (begin-       pixel value. The complete cycle of ND                     when using the Boiler & Chivens spec-ning, middle and end in horizontal and            conversion, integration and transfer to                   trograph. Figure 6a illustrates one TVvertical direction) are provided by the           the register takes less than 200 ns. To                   line wh ich passes through the upper leftcrosshair and connected to the auto-              be more or less independent on diffe-                     and upper right quadrant in combinationguider.                                           rent TV cameras, on different black                       with the modulation signals for the elec-                                                  levels (influenced by sky background                      tronic crosshair.Autoguider                                        illumination) and on different dc levels, a                  A flag appears on the controller board                                                  special signal clamp has been added in                    at the end of the integration time, wh ich    The basic principle of the autoguider         front of the ND converter. Driven by the                  can be choosen in a number of frames is shown in Figure 5.                            switch logic (controller) a Sampie & Hold                 with a thumb wheel switch behind the    Corresponding to the 4 quadrants on           amplifier memorizes the actual analogue                   front panel. The computer is continu-the monitor created by the electronic             voltage of the video signal when the                      ously scanning this bit and when it rec-box and the movable crosshair, 4 digital          readout beam of the TV-camera passes                      ognizes "end of integration" it reads theintegrators are used to integrate thelight over the surface of each quadrant                                                    Video    In                                                                              V,and over an adjustable number offrames. The digital integrator is built outof a 32 bit full adder and a 32 bit regis-ter. Each of the registers I" 12 , 13 and 14 is                                                                                                   To Control                                                                                                                                                  Computerin reality built up out of 2 registers (I and11). Registers land 11 contain in principlethe same information, register I is justused to produce a short delay before                                                                                                                                   From                                                                                                                     S",lfch Logik Crosshatr Generator                                                                          l - - - - - - - - - - - - - i ( ( o n t r o l l e r - ~~~=~~=__o                                                                  L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 Boardl                                                                             IntegralIOn Time                                                                             (In NO.Gf Frames                                                                                  SI,                                  Address          From                                                                                                                       Decoder          Control Com uter                                                                                                                       (Interface-                                                                                                                         BoardlFigure 3: Crosshair generator.                    Figure 5: Simplified block diagram.
28                                                                        ________/        ""Dl'a6{~       effects and HV adjustments of the TV                                                                                     j   C"t1JJ          cameras. To keep the servos of the main                                                                                                         drive axis of the telescope stable, an                                                                                                         additional measure is to avoid an error                                                                                                         proportional speed correction. If an                                                                                                         error is detected the corrections will be                                                                                                         done by constant offset steps in the                                                                                                         right direction.                                                                                                            If the normalized error is bigger than                                                                                                         0.15 then an offset step of 0.1 second ofFigure 6 a and b.                                                                                        arc is applied. If the error is bigger than                                                                                                         0.85 the offset step will be 0.5 second offour integrated values. The address de-                      E = 1,+1 3 -1 2 =1 4                        arc, but this value can be adjusted de-                                                              x 1,+1 2 +1 3 +1 4coding is done on the interface board.                                                                   pending on optical scales and seeingWhen the computer has read the last                          E = 11 +1 2 -1 3 -1 4                       conditions. For an optical scale of 2.5address all the registers are cleared and                     y  1,+1 2 +1 3 +1 4                        lines per second of arc the appropriatea new integration starts automatically.         (See Fig. 6 b)                                           step size would be 0~'3. If the error is  In the computer the position error is           The normalization makes the error in-                  sm aller than 0.15 no correction will becalculated and normalized by:                   dependent on star magnitudes, seeing                     applied.

ESO Infrared Specklegraph
c.   PERRIER, Observatoire de Lyon, FranceIntroduction                                    mounted at the F/35 focus on the in-                     and M, plus a wide one for medium-                                                frared photometer adaptor (for a de-                     resolution imaging. The maximum data    An infrared specklegraph is available       scription see Moorwood and van Oijs-                     rate weil matches the less good condi-for Visiting Astronomers for use at the         seldonk, The Messenger, No. 39, p. 1).                   tions under which it is still feasible to3.6-m telescope F/35 focus. It has brief-       The secondary mirror is used to sweep                    obtain high-resolution data down toIy been described in the Announcement           the beam onto the slit and for that                      2 ~m: atmospheric correlation timefor Applications in periods 36 to 38. First     purpose is driven with a saw-tooth                       2: 20 ms and seeing at V :::; 3 arcsec.tested in September 1984, it has since          waveform. Ouring each sweep equally-                     Conversely, the scan time and am-then achieved the expected perform-             spaced measures of the flux integrated                   plitude may be continuously adjustedances during several runs. However, its         along the slit are acquired, forming a 1-                up to values sufficiently large to benefittheoretical limits have actually been           o image or scan. Rotating the photome-                   from excellent conditions occurringreached only after a dome air-cooling           ter and secondary mirror adaptors gives                  when the seeing varies slowly. The fullsystem has been put into operation ear-         access to any given position angle (PA).                 resolution of the 3.6-m telescopeIy this year. In this article we introduce         The requirements have led to an in-                   cannot be achieved at J and H becausethe instrument assuming that the reader         strument that is a good compromise                       the usual observing conditions would beal ready has some knowledge of the              between good sensitivity in a wide elec-                 too demanding in terms of frequencyshort-exposure imaging principles.              tric band pass and the specific con-                     response; however, it is of course fea-    The system is based on the slit-scan-                                                                sible to observe at these wavelengths                                                straints imposed by the standard in-ning technique which allows to obtain           frared instrumental framework. Its cur-                  with the resolution for K.one-dimensional images, that is profiles        rent characteristics are shown in                           Part of the acquisition chain is com-of a source projected onto the scanning         Table 1. The system has been optimized                   mon to both speckle and photometricdirection axis. It aims first of all to dif-    for use at Land contains slits adapted to                set-up; this insures some useful stan-fraction-limited observations; therefore,       the telescope cut-off frequencies at K, L                dardization. On the contrary, they do notit is designed for a data rate fast enoughto acquire images under conditions ofquasi-frozen seeing, and for a spatial          TAßlE 1: SPECKlEGRAPH CHARACTERISTICSsampling adapted to the near-infraredrange. The data are stored in the form of        Filters:          wide-band:                     JHKLAMindividual scans and the data reduction                            CVF:                           2.43-4.48 fLm; 4.26-5.32 f1.m; resol. -1/70basically yields coadded scans and 1-0           Apertures:        diaphragm 0:                   1.5 4.0         10.    arcsec. (saturate at M)                                                                   slit width:                    0.105 0.159 0.221 arcsec. (5 arcsec. high)visibilities, i. e. Fourier transforms of the                                                                                                  0.156 0.246 0.464 arcsec. (10 arcsec. high)source intensity distribution. These vis-        Optics:                                          F/35; linear beamibilities can then be used either directly       Detector:        type:                           Cincinnati hybrid InSb; - G Q feedbackfor size measurements using assumed                               frequency response:             0.8 @ 100 Hz; 0.4 @ 500 Hzintensity distribution models or as input        Electronics:     input range:                    ± 2.5 V after ± 9 V offset & x 1-1 024 amplificationto image restoration algorithms.                                  dynamics:                       4096 ADC units                                                 Scanning:        wave-form:                      saw-tooth linearity < 1 % in useful part                                                                  amplitude:                      0-40 arcsec. (for 128 pts)Instrument Concept                               Sampling:                                        128 or 256 pts/scan; half for source; half for sky                                                                                                  20-600 ms/scan (for 128 pts)   A dedicated dewar equipped with a                                                 Cryogenics:       outer can:                     liquid N2; 6-12 h hold timeset of slits and an electronic chain pro-                          inner can:                     solid N2 (55-60 K); > 1-2 weeks hold timeviding a good frequency response is
                                                                                                                                                    29                                       fi Iter wheel                                                                                                         an analogic way for guiding, practice                                                                                                          has proven that this is of little interest as                                                                                                         the main beam itself does it more con-                                                   .    F b   I       ~1     detector 2                  veniently until the limiting magnitude,
                                                        ~~u                                                                                                         depending on seeing conditions, is                                                                                                         reached. In fact, this turns out to be                                                                                                         more accurate, in the scan direction,                                                                                                         than using a guide-star acquired off-axis                                                                                                         with the infrared adaptor TV acquisition                                                                                                         system. Guiding remains a manual task                                                                                                         as scanning prevents the use of the                                                                                                         auto-guiding system.                window        boHle                                                                         It must be realized that the slits have a                                                                                                         fixed orientation (horizontal for a vertical                                                                                                         dewar position) whatever the scanning                                                                                                         direction on the sky iso As scanning                                                                                                         must obviously be perpendicular to                                                                                                         them, both adaptors (Cassegrain and                                                                                                         secondary mirror) have to be rotated at                                                                                                         each new PA setting. While this is                                        operlure wheel                                                                                                         straightforward for the latter, it is moreFigure 1: Schematic of the cold optics.                                                                  time-consuming and requires much                                                                                                         caution for the former. The change of PA                                                                                                         is thus better restricted to a minimum share any of the control software nor of                filter. This yields a very good beam pro-       during the night. the acquisition procedures. In speckle,                 file, quite useful for extended sources the secondary mirror control itself is ac-               scanned with a long slit so that very little                                                                                                         Operation tually part of the acquisition software                  loss can be expected from this optical rather than of the distinct F/35 pro-                    arrangement. The use of a Fabry Jens              All instrument functions, that is those gramme known to infrared observers.                     has the drawback of chromatism: the             of the specklegraph and of the secon- The data tape formats also differ largely.              optimum adjustment has been done at L           dary mirror adaptor, are remote-con- So, while the specklegraph might be                     which is the best compromise between            trolled from the User consoles much as thought of as a mere additional dewar to                infrared speckle advantage and degrad-          in photometry. The software also in- be used within the infrared photometric                 ing sky noise when the wavelength in-           c1udes on-line data reduction facilities frame, it would not be practicable to                   creases.                                        yielding individual or averaged scans, change from one set-up to the other                         Figure 1 indeed shows two beams;            averaged power spectra and preliminary during the night.                                       only the main one is referred to in             visibilities and follows the ESO interfac-                                                         Table 1. The second one, 8 arcsec off-          ing rules with commands entered either                                                         axis, was initially intended for guiding        by typing or function keys. The status of Optical and Mechanical Design                                                         and seeing monitoring and is equipped           the instrument is displayed and updated   The cooled optics schematic is given                  with a Santa Babara InSb mounted with           during acquisition. The OC signal fromin Figure 1. The very small throughput of                a 1 GQ feedback, a 0.8 x 5 arcsec 2 slit        the detector appears on an oscilloscopethe dewar, when used with a slit, has                    and an L filter. But the second digitiza-       which displays every instantaneous im-made it possible to choose a linear opti-                tion chain is currently not implemented.        age; this is of great help for adjusting thecal path without pupil reimaging on the                  Although it can in principle still serve in     offset and amplification parameters,
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30    TABLE 2: SPECKLEGRAPH PERFORMANCE                                                                                           found to be the practical limit beyond                                                                                                                                which differential seeing effects and op-          Band:                                 K            L            M        CVF (3.6 ~lm)        CVF (4.6 ~lm)                                                                                                                                tical transfer function variations may not          Limitation source:                 system     backgr.         backgr.        system               backgr.                                                                                                                                be corrected for.          Maxi. spatial frequency ('):         7.9        4.8             3.7           "=4.8                "=3.7                 The basic observing procedure just          Rayleigh resolution (+):            0.13       0.21            0.27          "=0.21               "=0.27              described does not rule out the need to          Saturation with diaphragm:           0.2       -0.4            -1.7           -3.6                 -4.2               optimize the operation setting for          HIGH RESOLUTION (')                                                                                                   specified purposes; these go from max-          Limiting magnitudes mo :            7.7          7.0            5.8            4.6                    4.5             imum resolution scanning, which re-          MEDIUM RESOLUTION (e)                                                                                                 quires a standard speckle setting with          Limiting magnitudes m o :           13.6        11.3            9.3            8.9                    8.1             fast scans and a slit adapted to the                                                                                                                                telescope cut-off, to medium resolution   n in arcsec-'.                                                                                                               imaging and/or close stars photometry,   (') in arcsec; it gives Ihe size of a source which would be complelely resolved; practical resolutions may be 2                                                                                                                                which is better done with slow scans,   or 3 limes belter depending on the S/N.   (') Visibilily S/N at half resolution: 10, T,: 15 mn, T.: 100 ms, W: 1.0 arcsec, s '= l/f e • S/B '= w' Te' T,' s' with x    large amplitude and large slits. These   - -4. Y - 1/2, Z - 2 (sys. lim.), 1 (back. Iim.).                                                                            two examples are grossly related, re-   (e) Averaged image S/N per seeing element: 3, T,: 15 mn, T.: 500 ms, W: 1.0 arcsec. s: 0.46 arcsec. x - -1/2,                spectively, to the study of very compact   Y - 112, Z = 1/2 (sys. Iim.), 0 (back. lim.).                                                                                                                                sources of magnitudes weil below the                                                                                                                                limiting ones and of somewhat ex-  monitoring the background level and, as                        available: a static mode where the pro-                        tended, possibly multiple, sources of  mentioned before, fine guiding, but also                       gramme object and its reference star are                       magnitudes reaching the limits. The  provides a quick estimation of the at-                         observed separately, that is by two se-                        software is designed for a large range of  mospheric correlation time 1.                                  quential measurements; a source-                               parameters and permits such opposite     Two principles guide the observing                          switching mode wh ich alternates both                          settings, but this flexibility will also not  procedure: each scan on the source is                          sources several times within a unique                          prevent a wrong choice like too long an  followed by a scan of equal length on                          measurement by offsetting the tele-                            exposure time under fast seeing or too the sky for later sky noise compensation                        scope automatically. This latter proce-                        wide a slit for the desired resolution!  (the scan is thus more than twice the                          dure, with a switch every 2 to 3 minutes                                                                                                                                 Performances  quoted exposure amplitude) and any set                         quite specific to speckle interferometry,  of scans on the programme source must                          must always be preferred, the former                              High spatial resolution imaging is ex-  be connected to another set on a point-                        one being restricted to calibrations or                        tremely dependent on the seeing quali-  like star (the reference) - obviously with                     special needs. Because it involves so                          ty. It can be shown that optimizing ac-  strictly identical settings - in order to                      many parameter settings, it usually                            cording to the atmospheric conditions correct for the mean atmospheric and                            seems rather complicated to initiate;                          leads to a S/N dependence on the see- optical transfer functions.                                     however, this is the only way to override                      ing angle W of the form S/N ~ W- 4 10 5     One must distinguish between three                          the seeing variations wh ich decide on                         The total integration time and the expo- stages in the course of the observations:                       the final signal-to-noise ratio, at least for                  sure time have a much smaller effect the amplitude calibration, usually done                         not too faint sources. Its efficiency is                       (see Table 2). This means that the once a night on double stars with accu-                         optimum for close pairs « 1°) where                            source magnitude and the seeing alone rate astrometry (there are not so many);                        the differential pointing, performing ex-                      almost completely drive the quality of the frequent instrumental parameters                            tremely weil (recentring within half an                        the result or, conversely, that it is un- setting, specific to each source and in-                        arcsec happens to be unnecessary after                         realistic to intend to compensate for cluding focusing and exposure time ad-                          switching!), provides a large gain in total                    poor observing conditions by much justement to 1.; the acquisition itself, one                    observing time over the static mode in                         longer integration times. On the con- measurement typically lasting 15 to                             addition to an invaluable qualitative                          trary, the accessible resolution must be 30 minutes. Two acquisition modes are                           gain. The separation of 1° has been                            derived from these conditions and the
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                                                                                                                                                                         31relevant parameters (slit width, expo-        a stationary seeing); as contiguous            ty distribution being choosen from a setsure time, amplitude, temporal frequen-       points are not independent, the visibility     of analytical functions or stored in thecy range ...) choosen accordingly and         may present same oscillations which            form of a discrete set of intensities.modified as those ones change. Here is        are not real. That is why such a visibility       More elaborate processes like co-certainly the difficult side of this          must be fitted by a model of at most 3 or      added-images deconvolution or imagetechnique!                                    4 parameters.                                  restoration are not currently included in   Medium resolution imaging is much                                                         this package. The observer willing toless affected by the seeing. The per-                                                        apply his own method can either use theformances are derived by taking into          Treatment                                      raw data stored on tape as blocs ofaccount the system or sky limitations as                                                     scans or the files created by the reduc-in photometry. It can be seen (Table 2)          Same reduction is done in real time         tion software containing processed datathat the sensitivity is of course lower       aiming to the estimation of the observa-       like sorted scans or calibrated powerthan with a photometer but aresolution        tion quality but the final results rely on a   spectra.of 0.5 arcsec can here be routinely           more sophisticated treatment applyingachieved. This mode can also be an            algorithms of image selection according                                                                                             Contributionsexcellent back-up in case of bad condi-       to the seeing. Figures 2 and 3 displaytions.                                        data from March 1986 reduced in this              This specklegraph was designed and   Examples showing the result of two         way with the software available at ESO         integrated under ESO contract at Ob-opposite optimizations are shown in Fi-       (at La Silla and Garching, on an HP            servatoire de Lyon (sup. F. Sibille), INAGgure 2 and 3. The data were obtained          computer) and show the standard out-           (M. Jegou) and Laboratoire IR deunder good conditions, yet for Figure 2       puts of it. For many sources, these will       Meudon. The ESO infrared group contri-the number of scans was not large             be sufficient to extract the useful infor-     buted to the qualification and tests. Theenough to reach the background limita-        mation by means of simple fits. The            software was provided by C. Perrier withtion. In this case the uncertainty com-       reduction package includes a fitting           support from F. Gutierrez. Specialputed at each spatial frequency results       module with a model of one to three            thanks are due to T. Bohl, C. Marlot andessentially from the seeing statistics        components of variable size, fractional        J. Raucher who were deeply involved at(note that the values in Table 2 assume       flux and location; their individual intensi-   the integration or testing stages.

The Fast-Photometry Facilities at La Silla
P. BOUCHET and F. GUTIERREZ, ESO, La Silla   We briefly present in this note the        puter extender, which are presently the            The computer is also connected to aavailable programme (and its environ-         ESO 3.6 m and 1.0 m, and the Danish            Strip Chart recorder which enables thement) to perform fast photometry at La        1.5 m. However, for special cases it           observer to see ON UNE the input dataSilla. This facility has become available     could be possible to implement it at the       at a time resolution selected by him. Theon the mountain a lang time aga already       ESO 50 cm tao. Up to 4 counters are            programme foresees the possibility tobut recent discussions with same Visit-       synchronized with a 1 Kilo-Hertz signal        be connected to the ESO Standarding Astronomers tend to show that po-         from a CERME clock display unit. This          photometers to provide controlover thetential users are not yet weil aware of it.   clock is connected to the ESO Universal        filters and diaphragm wheels and overMany programmes have al ready been            Time. The computer is connected to the         the shutters.carried out with this mode of observing,      CERME to read out the UT. Every 10                 Data obtained from the TSPP acquisi-mainly in the infrared but also in the        seconds the synchronization of the             tion environment can be reduced at thevisible. Let us mention, for instance:        computer internal time and the CERME           HP-1 000 system at the computer centre   - Occultations of stars by planets to      time is checked. In case of a lost syn-        at La Silla. This is dane using severaldiscover and/or study rings as weil as to     chronization, the programme will reset it      programmes written by Ch. Matchdeterminate the temperatures and varia-       at the next 10th second change (in that        which:tions of the atmospheres of the planets.      case, 10 seconds of observations would         - list a catalogue of all the records pre-(See for instance: Bauchet et al., The        have been lost). The CERME clock pro-          sent in a magtape file;Messenger No. 26, Dec. 1981 and               vides also a 1 kHz signal to read theHaefner et al., The Messenger No. 42,         counters each millisecond.                     - read several consecutive records,Dec.1985).                                       The user chooses the time resolution        plot any part of the data in memory,   - The mutual phenomena of Jupiter,         called TBASE. The acquisition is made          make a listing of the measurements,observed through the international            by adding the counts read each                 change them eventually, compute aver-PHEMU 85 campaign (Arlot et al., same         millisecond from the scalers during the        ages and dump data in a disk file;issue of The Messengei).                      time TBASE and saving the sum in a             - copy records in any file from mag-   - Search for flare or rapid variations     floating point internal buffer. When this      tape;in cataclysmic variables (Match et al.,       buffer is full, it is sent to the magtape                                                                                             - perform a Fourrier transformation onThe Messenger No. 26, Dec. 1981).             unit. This procedure is made through                                                                                             a block of 2,048 measurements in the   The "Time Series Photometry Pro-           two independent buffers. While one is                                                                                             same channel;gramme" (TSPP) consists of a set of           saving data, the other one is dumping itscounters that are read each millisecond       data to the magtape, and reverse. In this      - compute autocarrelation function onand can be used at any telescape              way no data are lost during the external       blocks of 2,048 measurements in theequipped with a standard 21 MX com-           dump.                                          same channel.
32MIDAS MemoESO Image Processing Group

1. New Computer Facilities
   The ESO scientific computer facilitieswere moved into new rooms in the ex-tension of the ESO Headquarters inGarching. The machines in the old com-puter room were disconnected andmoved to the new location in the base-ment of the new wing on July 16. Sincethere is no large elevator down to theroom, all big items like computer racks,disk drives and tape units had to betaken out of the building and lowereddown by a crane as seen in Figure 1.The new computer room contains nowmost of the scientific computer equip-ment in ESO including the two VAX 8600        Figure 2: The new computer room.computers, the IHAP HP system, thedatabase machine 10M 500, and theperipherals like disk drives, terminal       The Image Processing Group has also          networks like BITNET to contact us viamultiplexer and DICOMED image re-            moved to new offices just above the          their gateway to EARN.cording unit (see Figure 2). The ESO         user room.archive will also be placed in this room                                                  3. Data Analysis Workshopwh ich is fully air-conditioned and fire     2. Networksprotected by a halon system. The                                                             During the previous ST-ECF Datamagnetic tape drives are located in an          Beside the existing connections           Analysis workshop in February, thereadjacent room with general access. The       through modem and package switching          was feit a need for having an extensiveuser room is now also located in the         network, ESO will become accessible          discussion on MIDAS issues. Tonew wing on the entrance level. All IHAP     through the Space Physics Analysis           accommodate this wish, it was decidedand MIDAS image processing worksta-          Network      (SPAN)     and    European      to devote a full day for MIDAS relatedtions are placed there in additon to a       Academic and Research Network                matters. The first MIDAS workshop willnumber of public available terminals         (EARN) during this fall. The connection      be October 23, 1986, for convenienceconnected to the VAX's. Figure 3 shows       to SPAN which is based on DECnet has         just after the next Data analysis work-the half of the user room wh ich is dedi-    made it necessary to change the node         shop. This will contain sessions on thecated to MIDAS stations. Furthermore,        names of the ESO computers. The full         MIDAS manual, user feedback, and newthe main printing and plotting facilities    new names are ESOMCO (previously             applications in addition to the presenta-are in a central section of the user room.   MIDAS) and ESOMC1 (previously LEO)           tion of the design proposed for the port-                                             while the short form MCO and MC1 can         able MIDAS. The programme will be                                             be used internally in most cases. For the    sent out together with other material for                                             non-DEC community, an EARN node is           the Data Analysis workshop. People in-                                             being established through a computer         terested in participating in the MIDAS                                             link to the MPI computer centre. This will   workshop should contact either the IPG                                             also enable people with access to other      or ST-ECF.
Figure 1: Computer equipment lowered
down to the new computer room.               Figure 3: MIDAS workstations in the new user room.                                                                                                                                33Extensions of ESO Headquarters Building Ready  The extensions of the ESO Head-        room wh ich is housed on its ground-    the opposite page show the extensionquarters building in Garehing are now    floar. (See also "MIDAS Memo" on page   of the south-west side and the work-ready. The pictures below show the       33 of this issue). The photographs on   shop which has been moved into thisnorth-east wing and the new conference                                           part.
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Finalizadas las ampliaciones dei edificio central de la ESO
  Han lIegado a su termine las ampliaciones    tran el ala noreste y la nueva sala de confe-    Giones dei lade sudoeste y el taller que fueefectuadas en el edificio de la ESO en Gar-    rencias ubicada en el primer piso.               trasladado a esta parte dei edificio.ching. Las fotografias en la pagina 34 mues-      Las fotografias arriba muestran las amplia-                                                                                                                                         35     La tarea dei Comite de Programas de Observaci6n     de ESO     M. C. E. HUBER, Institut für Astronomie, ETH Zürich, Presidente dei OPC     J. BREYSACHER, ESO        Los astronomos de ESO dedican una con-                       Inmediatamente terminado el OPC, la ESO     siderable parte de su tiempo a la preparacion                procede a incluir en la Lista de Tiempos de     de solicitudes para tiempo de observacion en                 Observacion todas aquellas solicitudes mejor     La Silla. Sin embargo, debido a la gran de-                  calificadas. Esta es una tarea compleja; mu-     manda par los telescopios, se debe hacer                     chas solicitudes de observacion requieren el     una seleccion, aveces drastica, de los pro-                  uso de mas de un telescopio e instrumenta-     gramas de observacion presentados. EI Co-                    cion, y otras solicitudes deben adherirse a     mite de Programas de Observacion (OPC)                       fechas fijas. Por ejemplo, muchas investiga-     tiene como tarea evaluar el merito cientifico                ciones de multi-frecuencia requieren simul-     de las solicitudes presentadas. Basada en las                taneamente otras observaciones terrestres 0     recomendaciones dei OPC, ESO prepara una                     en el espacio. Y ademas existen oportunida-     Lista de Tiempos de Observacion en la cual                   des unicas, como por ejemplo ocultaciones     distribuye el tiempo disponible en los teles-                estelares par planetas 0 par la luna, que solo     copios a los programas mejor evaluados.                      pueden ser observadas durante una noche        EI OPC consiste de un miembro y un                        determinada.     miembro suplente de cada uno de los ocho                        La lista final de Tiempos de Observacion     paises que forman la ESO. Junta con un                       es aprobada par el Director General, yapro-     miembro de la ESO, los ocho miembros dei                     ximadamente dos semanas despues de la     OPC revisan aproximadamente 300 a 350                        reunion dei OPC se envian los resultados a     solicitudes que se reciben regularmente en                   los solicitantes.     cada periodo de observacion de seis meses.                      Sin duda el OPC tiene una gran res-     Cada solicitud es evaluada par tres miem-                    ponsabilidad hacia la comunidad, y es par     bros, 10 que trae consigo que cada uno de                    esto que la tarea de los miembros dei OPC es     ellos debe leer mas de 100 solicitudes dos                   desafiante einteresante. EI actual volumen     veces par afio. Deben dar una calificacion a                 de trabajo para los miembros dei OPC se     cada programa presentado y recomendar la                     acerca al limite aceptable: si se incluyen las     cantidad de noches, que a su juicio, debieran                reuniones que duran dos dias, y esto dos     de ponerse a disposicion dei solicitante,                    veces par afio, el tiempo total que un miem-     siempre que el programa reciba tiempo.                       bro debe dedicar al trabajo dei OPC alcanza        EI OPC se reune durante dos dias, dos                     facilmente tres semanas e incluso lIega a un     veces par afio (una vez par cada periodo de                  mes completo par afio.     observacion). En estas reuniones gran parte                     La meta dei OPC sera siempre de mante-     dei tiempo se dedica a aclarar las discrepan-                ner un excelente nivel en los programas de     cias de opiniones que existen sobre las soli-                observacion. Pero el exito dei OPC se mani-     citudes. Tanto el Director General como el                   fiesta tan solo en la investigacion sana,     Jefe de la Seccion Astronomos Visitantes                     eficaz y fructuosa en toda la comunidad de     participan en estas deliberaciones.                          ESO.
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